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This study on Chinese stock market consists of three essays laid out as three chapters. 
The first essay tries to decipher the extreme behavior of China’s initial public offerings (IPOs). 
The short-run underpricing and long-run overpricing of IPOs observed in almost all stock 
markets are puzzling phenomena in theoretical as well as practical finance. The more challenging 
situation is that IPOs on developing markets appear to behave more abnormally than those of 
developed markets. Especially, China’s market presents the most extreme IPO facts ever 
documented in literature. Based on the close observations of China’s market, we propose that 
price manipulation, information asymmetry, hot market and hot issue effects and signaling 
practice could predict much of the underpricing and long run buy-hold returns of IPOs on 
China’s market. Among these explanatory factors, price manipulation and information 
asymmetry arising from privatization process are unique to China’s transitional economy. In 
addition to the traditional analysis, Bayesian approach which is not much pursued for this 
purpose is also employed to draw inferences from long run return regression. Our empirical 
results verify our conjecture that large part of IPO initial return and long run buy-hold return is 
due to institutional defects of China’s market.  
The second essay investigates the bilateral cointegration relations between China’s and 
US stock markets, and between China’s and Hong Kong stock markets. Research on 
cointegrations among stock markets has important practical implications for portfolio 
management considering the increasing globalization among international financial markets. Due 
to economic and geographical considerations, US and Hong Kong are closest stock markets to 
China, thus understanding the integration between China and these two markets could have 
 iv
important implications for policy makers as well as investors. Because usual vector error 
correction model (VECM) may overlook the long memory feature of cointegration residual 
series which may biases resulting inferences, we employ fractionally integrated VECM 
(FIVECM) to investigate the cointegration relations binding China’s stock market to the other 
two stock markets in the long run. Additionally, by augmenting the FIVECM with multivariate 
GARCH model, the return transmission and volatility spillover between market return series are 
revealed simultaneously. Our empirical results show that China’s stock market is fractionally 
cointegrated with the other two markets, and it appears that China’s stock market has stronger 
ties with its neighboring Hong Kong market than with world’s superpower, US market.     
The third essay discusses a flaw of GARCH model and provides a remedy to improve the 
volatility fitting of GARCH-type model. Since its birth about twenty years ago, GARCH model 
has incurred a vast body of literature and experienced explosive empirical applications, largely 
due to its structural beauty and computational tractability. More importantly, GARCH model is 
well acclaimed because of the capability of capturing clustering effect typical of financial time 
series. However, the most prominent merit of GARCH model turns out to be a demerit as well. 
This chapter shows that inclusion of lagged squared residuals in GARCH model artificially 
generates slow decay of volatility following large shocks. As large shocks to financial series are 
usually followed by much quieter periods, the slow decay and response of volatility are in 
obvious contrast with market efficiency assumptions. With detailed arguments, we propose that 
stochastic volatility model could overcome the flaw of GARCH model. The empirical results 
using return series of both S&P 500 and China’s stock index have confirmed that stochastic 
volatility model indeed provides a better fitting on conditional volatility process than GARCH 
type models. An asymmetric stochastic volatility model has also been proposed and fitted to the 
 v
data sets. Interestingly, the opposite conclusions about the leverage effect in asymmetric model 
fitted on two return series indicate different speculative features and trading behaviors on the two 
major stock markets. Another contribution of this chapter is that we design a simple yet effective 
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm to estimate the stochastic volatility models with 
Bayesian approach. Summarizing remark for each essay is given at the end of each chapter, the 
final conclusions for the whole study are made in chapter 4.  
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Section 1.1: Introduction for Chapter 1 
The significant underpricing in Initial Public Offerings (IPO) is one of the widely known 
wonders in finance field, and it has been documented for almost every market, both developed 
and emerging markets. Because the recurrent presence of IPO underpricing is in obvious contrast 
with market efficiency assumption1,2, it has incurred ardent research attention and tremendous 
literature during the past three decades or so. However, like other financial theories, it is still far 
from being utterly settled. Roughly, researches on IPO have focused on two abnormal facts 
pertaining to IPO, namely short-run underpricing and long-run overpricing3. Some papers have 
characterized the coexistence of the two phenomena as a puzzle (Loughran & Ritter (1995)). 
Most recent papers on IPO focus on this puzzle and examine the two anomalies together. 
Short-run underpricing or high initial return4 in IPO means that positive initial return of 
IPO is large, considerably higher than market return on the same trading day. Specifically, on 
average, the closing price of a newly listed stock on the first trading day is significantly higher 
than the IPO offering price, which leads to much money left on the table for the IPO investors 
who bought the stock on the primary market5. Ibbotson et al (1988) document the average initial 
return of 16.4% for IPO sample going public in 1960-1987 on U.S. market. International 
evidences of underpricing are shown in various studies, summarized in such studies as Loughran 
et al (1994) and Ritter and Welch (2002), and Table 1.1 below lists IPO underpricing levels for 
various markets collected from various studies.  
 
                                                 
1 Of course, the market efficiency itself is still a topic of dispute. 
2 However, some authors claim that the efficient market hypothesis is applicable to IPO stocks in the long run, see   
   for example, Bossaerts and Hillion (2000). 
3 It is also called long-run underperformance.  
4 IPO underpricing and IPO initial return are used interchangeably in this chapter. 
5 The primary market refers to the IPO issuance stage on stock market.  
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 Table 1.1: International evidence on IPO underpricing 
Country Source Sample Size Time period Average Initial Return % 
Brazil Aggarwal & Leal(1993) 62 1979-90 78.5 
Canada Jog & Srivastava(1994) 258 1971-92 5.4 
France Husson&Jacquillat(1989) Leleux & Muzyka(1994) 187 1983-92 4.2 
Germany Ljungqvist(1997) 170 1978-92 10.9 
Japan Hebner & Hiraki(1993) 472 1970-91 32.5 
Korea Dhatt et al(1993) 347 1980-90 78.1 
Netherlands Eijgenhuijsen & Bujia(1993) 72 1982-91 7.2 
Australia Lee et al(1996) 266 1976-89 11.9 
Thailand Wethyavivorn & Koo(1991) 32 1988-89 58.1 
UK Levis (1993) 2,133 1959-90 12.0 
Ibbotson et al (1988) 10,626 1960-87 16.4 US Booth &Chua (1996) 2,151 1977-88 13.1 
 
An interesting fact about the international evidences is that IPO underpricing in 
developing markets is usually substantially larger than those observed in developed markets. 
Also, the magnitude of underpricing is time varying, it presents much fluctuation from time to 
time. At some point of time, measured average initial returns are even much higher. Such huge 
initial returns have triggered a lot of curiosities among academicians as well as practitioners.  
A lot of explanations have been proposed in literature to unpuzzle the anomaly of IPO 
underpricing. The representative propositions for IPO underpricing are Winner’s curse(Rock, 
1986), Signaling model(Welch, 1991), Agency-cost assumption(Baron, 1982), Avoidance of 
legal liability(Tinic, 1988), Price stabilization and manipulation (Aggarwal, 2000), conflict of 
interest assumption (Loughran & Ritter, 2002), Ownership dispersion and monitoring(Booth & 
Chua, 1996) and some others. These propositions are sorted by Ritter & Welch (2002) roughly 
into two categories, one is based on asymmetric information assumption, whereas the other 
presumes symmetric information among the three main parties involved in IPO process, namely 
issuer, underwriter and investor. Generally, researchers make particular assumptions about the 
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three parities and try to answer such questions as why issuers like to intentionally underprice IPO, 
what reasons drive the investors to keep paying fabulous price to buy IPO and what role 
underwriters possibly play in the amazing underpricing mystery. However, every such theory 
interprets the problem from a specific perspective, the effectiveness of theories is case sensitive, 
and none of them is overwhelmingly dominant over others. Therefore, some researchers try to 
seek answers from IPO allocation process itself or microscopic market structure, which has been 
identified as one of the most promising possible reasons for deciphering IPO puzzle, see Ritter 
and Welch (2002). Further, some authors suppose that the initial underpricing of IPO stock 
directly induces its long-run underperformance which is the result of downward adjustment of 
price from the overshooted closing price on the first trading day back to its long-run equilibrium 
level 6 . The next literature review section will elaborate on some typical theories and their 
implications for the current study on China’s market.  
Long-run aftermarket overpricing of IPO stocks 7  is also extensively studied, one 
systematic investigation is done by Ritter (1991). Long-run overpricing says that, on average, 
long term(excluding the first trading day) buy-hold return of IPO stocks is lower than the market 
return in the same time span, also lower than buy-hold return of comparable seasoned firms. 
Studies usually examine two abnormal returns, one is the market-adjusted return which is buy-
hold returns of IPO stocks adjusted by broad market index, and the other is benchmark 
adjusted(or style-adjusted) return which is buy-hold returns of IPO stocks adjusted by buy-hold 
return of comparable firms. In Ritter’s paper, average three year buy-hold return of IPO stocks, 
going public during 1975 through 1984 on U.S.A market, underperforms the matching firms by 
over 26%. Conditioning on industry, proceeds size, initial return magnitude and firm age, the 
                                                 
6 This phenomenon is called the burst of speculative bubble, see Aggarwal and Rivoli (1990) for Speculative Bubble 
Hypothesis.   
7 IPO stocks refer to the IPOs just getting listed.  
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average underperformance of IPO stocks is still substantial. In a review paper, Ritter and Welch 
(2002) record market-adjusted average 3-year buy-hold return for IPO stocks issued during 
1980-2001 is -23.4%, whereas that of matching-firm is -5.1%. The cross country evidences of 
aftermarket performance are dependent on the length of return period.  
T
As said above, the efficacy of theories on IPO is illusive from case to case, furthermore, 
they become less powerful when applied to the more extreme cases in developing markets. The 
IPO stories in developing markets are similar except that both short-run underpricing and long-
run overpricing are more severe, and the price behavior of IPO stocks is more volatile. The 
average IPO underpricing recorded in literature is higher than 50% for almost all developing 
markets. The most extraordinary figure comes from Su and Fleisher (1999), who claim average 
initial return of 948.5% for China’s IPOs issued from 1987 through 1995. Other papers on 
China’ market also document average IPO initial return higher than 130%, Table 1.2 below list 
some magnitudes of IPO underpricing based on different samples on China’s market. 
  Table 1.2: Average IPO underpricing on China’s market 
Country Source Sample Size Time period Average Initial Return % 
China Mok & Hui(1998) 87 1992-93 289.0 
China Su & Fleisher(1999) 308 1987-95 948.6 
China Liu & Li(2000) 781 1991-99 139.4 
China Chen, Firth & Kim(2000) 277 1992-95 350.0 
China Chi & Padgett(2002b) 668 1996-00 129.2 
China Loughran et al(2006)  432 1990-00 256.9 
      
Using IPOs sample spanning 1998 through 2003, this chapter obtains market-adjusted 
mean initial return of 127.6%, also much higher than those of any other markets. Similarly, the 
long-run underperformance of IPO stocks on China’s market is also remarkable. Using the same 
sample, this chapter obtains average one year raw buy-hold return of -3.65% for IPO stocks, 
whereas the average market-adjusted one year buy-hold return is -3.18%. This implies that the 
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investors on China’s market who buy IPO stocks at the closing price of the first trading day and 
hold for one year would, on average, lose 3.65% of their investment. While most of studies assert 
that IPO stocks usually underperform broad market on mature stock markets, studies on the 
pattern of long-run returns of China’s IPO stocks do not reach consensus in this respect. Chen et 
al(2000) show that IPO stocks listed during the early years of China’s market underperform the 
market index in term of three years buy-hold returns, whereas Chi and Padgett(2002a) get the 
opposite conclusion using different sample of China’s IPO stocks. However, the discrepancy 
should be interpreted with caution given the awfully volatile market of China throughout its 
history. A number of attempts have also been made to expound the startling long-run 
underperformances of IPO stocks, the next section will give some review and propose our 
conjectures about the issue on China’s market.  
Given the extreme facts about China’s IPO, the questions naturally arising are what cause 
the outrageous IPO underpricing on China’s market? Can the existing theories in the literature be 
applied to China’s market? In order to answer these questions, we have to first understand 
China’s special market mechanisms. Stock market was introduced to China about fifteen years 
ago to help reforming centralized economy. Due to the transitional nature of economy, China’s 
stock market has some peculiar features which are alien to mature and other emerging markets as 
well. Although stock market has been well established for a long time in many countries, China’s 
infant market has since its right inception been subject to loophole-prone regulatory system due 
to lack of experience and institutional defects. In addition, large amount of information 
asymmetry characterizes the privatization or decentralization process via stock market. 
Consequently, rent seeking activities in various forms and illegal transactions are prevalent in 
China’s stock market. Indeed, Su and Fleisher (1999) and Gu (2003) test a bribery hypothesis on 
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China’s IPO market, albeit only the later author supports the proposition. Ignoring this unique 
market structure could bias any inferences about China’s IPO and IPO stocks. Bearing this 
perception into mind, this chapter tries to discover some powerful predictors for the behavior of 
IPO initial returns and one year buy-hold returns of IPO stocks on China’s market. In addition to 
conventional propositions, this chapter interprets the returns of China’s IPO and IPO stocks from 
some perspectives directly based on the observations of China’s market. With proxy variables for 
information asymmetry, price manipulation, hot market and hot issue effects, we find some 
strikingly close relations between IPO initial and aftermarket returns and abovementioned 
market imperfects. Our analyses verify our hypotheses that large part of the variability of IPO 
initial and aftermarket returns on China’s market is driven by the deficient market structure. In 
other words, the high IPO underpricing on China’s market is created artificially rather than 
originates from fundamental reasons like good quality and promising growth prospects of listed 
companies.  
There are mainly two motivations which prompt us to study the IPOs on China’s market. 
Firstly, the aforementioned unique institutional backgrounds provide an ideal context for us to 
investigate the special price behavior of IPO within China’s transitional economy in which both 
socialist and capitalist economic mechanisms are operating in combination or in competition 
with each other. Our second concern is that although there are arising attentions on China largely 
because of its ceaselessly growing economy, academic researches on China’s stock market 
mount up moderately. The possible reasons include the difficulty to acquire data in desirable 
format as economic and financial data on China’s market remain primitive and fragmented, and 
also possibly because academic attention still lingers around the developed markets as China is 
still a would-be superpower, not a real one. Nevertheless, there are some published papers on 
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China’s stock market and IPOs including some of those listed in Table 1.2, Bao &Chow (1999) 
and Aharony et al(1999) are the additional. However, most of earlier studies mainly focus on the 
early stage, prior to 1998, of China’s stock market. Instead, the data used in this chapter sample 
from 1998 through 2003 covering the period when China deepened financial reforms in order to 
enter WTO which include introducing a series of new policies for IPO market such as repealing 
annual quota for IPO, shortening time gap between offering and listing, enforcing book-building 
practice and adopting over-allotment scheme. Therefore, inferences drawn from this sample 
could have some illustrative effects for investors as well as prospective design of China’s 
primary stock market.  
Both traditional least squares and Bayesian methodologies are employed in this chapter to 
carry out multiple regression analyses. While it has been widely applied in such fields as biology 
and statistics, Bayesian analysis is not much pursued in economics and finance. Due to its 
capability to update information, Bayesian approach is especially suitable for conducting long 
horizon inferences, and as shown by Brav(2000), it could correct some biases resulting from 
traditional analysis used in this case.  
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.2 will review some literature 
for expounding IPO puzzle and their implications for China’s market; meanwhile, some 
hypotheses about the China’s IPOs to be tested in later text are postulated. Section 1.3 briefly 
introduces the methodologies used in this chapter, especially the Bayesian inference which is 
relatively new in financial application. Detailed data features and empirical results are shown in 





Section 1.2: Literature review and Hypotheses for China’s market 
Since the literature on IPO is so voluminous, it is difficult to give a comprehensive 
review. Thus, we focus on the most acclaimed hypotheses proposed by various authors, then we 
present specific hypotheses which are deemed relevant for China’s market and will be tested in 
the next section. We divide our narrative into two parts; the first one focuses on underpricing, 
whereas the other is about long run overpricing.  
1.2.1 Theories and hypotheses about IPO underpricing  
1.2.1.1 Signaling hypothesis 
The first influential hypothesis put forward to explain the IPO underpricing is signaling 
assumption. It supposes that the issuer is better informed than investors about the value of the 
offering, thus good issuer likes to signal its quality by intentionally underpricing IPO to impress 
investors. Then high quality issuers will be redeemed by issuing subsequent equities, namely 
seasoned equity offerings (hereinafter SEO) at higher prices. At the same time, they can preclude 
some free-riders from low quality issuers, because the latter cannot afford to imitate. Therefore, 
researchers usually test the signaling hypothesis by estimating the likelihood that IPO issuers 
with high underpricing return to market to issue SEO. Welch (1989), Grinblatt & Hwang (1989) 
and Chemmanur (1993) find some evidence in support of signaling assumption, whereas 
Michaely and Shaw (1994) do not favor it. Su (2004), using Probit model, provides some 
evidence for the presence of signaling process on China’s market. However, in practice, it is 
widely known that the decision to issue SEO heavily depends on the overall market condition of 
the time, thus the timing of subsequent issuance should be more crucial than the level of initial 
IPO underpricing, especially when the listing date of IPO passed sometime back from the 
decision of SEO. Therefore, the influential effect of aftermarket price immediately prior to SEO 
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decision has also to be accounted when testing signaling capacity of IPO initial return. On 
theoretical and practical grounds, the real need of funding to finance new development project 
seems to be more reasonable determinant of decision to issue SEO.  Further, it is unclear why 
high quality issuers have to sacrifice some proceeds in IPO, then to recoup it from SEO. They 
could issue both IPO and SEO at high prices, because if they are really of high quality before and 
after the date of IPO, investors are inclined to pay high price for its IPO as well as SEO. “The 
good will be better” is one of paramount mottos for most investors. Otherwise, if its quality dives 
down after IPO, investors will definitely flee away. 
As to the China’s case, the major reason of establishing stock market is to privatize 
highly centralized economy. In certain sense, the privatization is interests-redistribution among 
central government, local government and individuals (mainly company managers and 
employees), so the local government and company management desire to have domiciled 
companies under their presiding getting listed in stock exchanges. However, in the early stage of 
China’s stock market, only a small number of companies determined by annual quota can go 
public and be listed every year. Therefore, the annual quota itself became the target of fierce 
competition and the source of rampant corruptions. Moreover, the not-uncommon practice of 
China’s IPO issuers is that they snatch money from IPO, then they do not utilize IPO proceeds in 
accordance with stipulations in prospectus, but do some speculative businesses, also they seldom 
distribute dividends to investors. Thus, it is hard to justify that China’s IPO issuers are willing to 
signal their value by underpricing IPO for the purpose of issuing subsequent SEO at high price.  
Nevertheless, we believe that IPO issuers are willing to signal their good quality to 
investors, probably not for the distant intention of returning to market for more funding, but just 
for ensuring the IPO issuance a success. They could signal their distinguished quality to solicit 
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more investors and more subscription to their IPO, which in turn may lead to high underpricing. 
In other words, underpricing is the result of signaling action, rather than a resort to implement 
signaling. Among the ways to exhibit issuers’ good quality to potential investors, P/E (offering 
price/earning per share) ratio of IPOs is the favorite instrument. The denominator of the ratio 
refers to the EPS which is weighted average of past (around 2 years) and forecasted earnings per 
share8. The price of IPO on the China’s market is set as E*P/E, the high P/E ratio could signal 
good quality and confidence of management in the growth prospect of the company, thus could 
entice floods of investors from both primary and secondary markets. As a result, initial return or 
underpricing on the first trading day might well be pushed to a lofty level. Some studies have 
documented the positive relations between P/E ratio and IPO underpricing on China’s market, 
but under different context of reasoning9. To test the signaling function and the impact of P/E on 
underpricing on China’s market, we postulate:  
Hypothesis I: High P/E ratio results in high IPO underpricing, ceteris paribus. 
1.2.1.2 Winner’s curse    
The second important hypothesis for IPO underpricing is the winner’s curse 10  
(Rock,1986; Welch, 1992) faced by investors. In contrast to the signaling hypothesis, winner’s 
curse assumes that investors are better informed than the issuer, and all investors are not equally 
knowledgeable about the IPO. To obtain all requested IPO allocation, successful investors have 
to bid a higher price than others, in most cases, the successful price reflects overoptimism of 
market about the offering. If one IPO is hot, too many investors desire it and oversubscription 
happens, the IPO will be allocated by rationing rather than by adjusting price. Furthermore, 
                                                 
8 The setting of EPS has repeated several changes on China’s market, going from average earnings during the past 
years prior to IPO, forecasted earning to average of past and forecasted earnings.   
9 Like Chen, Firth & Kim(2004) and Bao & Chow(1999).  
10 Winner’s curse is the dilemma facing successful buyers in auction who usually pay too high price.  
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informed investors bid high price only for good IPOs which will probably have high 
underpricing, but may not actively purchase IPOs which they consider are not worth much and 
likely to be overpriced. Therefore, uninformed investors are more likely to receive full allocation 
of overpriced IPO than underpriced ones; in other words, uninformed investors are adversely 
treated in IPO allocation. Bearing this in mind, investors with clear information about the 
demand for the IPO may not be inclined to bid a desired price or truthfully reveal to issuer or 
underwriter their intense interests to buy the IPO; and the reluctance of informed investors would 
be contagious to uninformed investors who do not know much about the issue. Consequently, 
issuers have to necessarily underprice the IPO to compensate informed investors for them to 
voluntarily bid high prices, and to attract uninformed investors to participate in IPO purchases. 
The purposive self-sacrificing underpricing could be done through book-building process during 
which if strong demand for IPO is anticipated, issuer and underwriter will not fully adjust 
upward the predetermined offering price and leave the IPO underpriced, see for example Bradley 
& Jordan (2002). 
“Winner’s curse” is also not conformable with some obvious rational assumptions about 
issuers’ behavior. Since IPO are usually heavily oversubscribed (see Benveniste & Spindt 
(1989)), there are no quite logical reasons for issuers to throw much money away by self-driven 
underpricing. Nevertheless, this hypothesis is supported by some studies, for example, Michaely 
& Shaw (1994) endorse winner’s curse using U.S. data in late 1980’s. The key reasoning of 
winner’s curse implies that information asymmetry between issuers and investors forces issuers 
to intentionally underprice their IPO, in order to make the issue process easy and smooth.  
On China’s market, this kind of information asymmetry is more severe than other 
markets because of some special features inherent in China’s economy. Most of China’s 
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companies are owned or controlled by governments (central or local or jointly). Typically, when 
these state-owned enterprises (hereinafter SOEs11) issue IPOs, governments still retain control of 
the companies by holding a large fraction of shares in the forms of state shares and legal entity 
shares 12 , only a small proportion of shares are offered to public investors and traded in 
exchanges, called A-shares. IPO in China’s market means issuing A-shares13. On China’s market, 
tradable A-shares approximately account for only one thirds of total shares issued domestically. 
Therefore, the information asymmetry among issuers (governments or legal entity shares 
holders), informed investors (institutional investors) and uninformed investors (public share 
holders) is magnified by this unique ownership structure. Specifically, information uncertainty of 
SOEs to investors stems from two sources. On the one hand, non-transparency and inefficient 
management of SOEs make outsiders know very little and even have some suspiciousness about 
them. On the other hand, large fraction of shares retained by government would make investors 
unsure about its’ pro-market privatization commitment (As argued in Perotti (1995)) which 
haunts investors’ mind in such transitional economy as China14, and would also increase ex-ante 
incertitude about the issuer.   
Given this large degree of information asymmetry on China’s stock market, winner’s 
curse theory implies that government has to compensate public investors in the form of 
underpricing when they issue IPO. Otherwise, poor market participation in the IPO process could 
                                                 
11 The acronym is different from SEO above which refers to the seasoned equity offerings.  
12 These shares which are similar to shares retained by original owners of listed company in western markets, not 
negotiable and tradable, yet enjoy same rights as tradable shares. Whereas, right now, China’s government is 
converting the non-tradable state shares alike to tradable shares, in order to scale-up privatization and render China’s 
stock market closer to standard mature markets.  
13 Some Chinese companies also issue shares to foreign investors, called B-shares, traded in domestic exchanges but 
quoted in US$ or HK$. As B-shares behavior quite differently from A-shares, this chapter does not study B-shares. 
Also, B-shares are going to be abolished and consolidated with A-shares according to publicized official agenda.  
14 Some opposing argument about the high equity retention is also suggested. Mok & Hui(1998) say that high equity 
retention by China’s government could act as a guarantee to investors, as it is said that government will not allow 
listed SOEs to collapse by all means. They should assess the validity of the alleged guarantee, however.  
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foil government’s attempts to privatize or disperse ownership. Therefore, the reasonable 
hypothesis would be that if SOEs want to issue larger portion of shares (A-shares) to public 
investors, they have to underprice the IPO more in order to ensure the issuance a success. This 
argument is also in line with that of Booth & Chua (1996) who claim that liquidity incurred by 
wider ownership structure is desired by issuers. Baron (1982) also shows that underpricing could 
be employed by issuer to make IPO sales much easier and reduce the risk of the underwriter 
having to buy unsold IPO in firm commitment issuance which is mostly employed in issuing 
IPOs on China’s market. For China’s market, Zhang et al(2000) and Chen et al(2000) provide 
some evidence that listed companies with higher equity retention by government perform better 
in both initial return as well as long term buy-hold return than the stocks with lower equity 
retention, their interpretations are different from assumption of winner’s curse, however. 
Because China’s authority is trying to enlarge the privatization scale by gradually converting 
non-tradable shares (state and legal entity shares) to tradable shares (A-shares), high market 
liquidity is expected by government. Therefore, this chapter tests the winner’s curse hypothesis 
on China’s market by including the ratio of tradable A-shares to the total shares issued as one of 
the explanatory variables for the IPO underpricing, the dependent variable. Put explicitly, our 
second hypothesis for China’s IPO says: 
Hypothesis II: The higher ratio of tradable A-shares to total shares would lead to higher 
underpricing, ceteris paribus.   
1.2.1.3: Price and market manipulation  
The third hypothesis about IPO underpricing which is relevant to China’s situation is 
stabilization theory. Stabilization theory assumes that underwriters stabilize price of IPO stock 
immediately after it gets listed. Essentially, they try to prevent aftermarket price from dropping 
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too far from the offering price. This special kind of price manipulation during immediately-after 
IPO period is allowed in some mature markets like U.S., see for example, Chowdhry & Nanda 
(1996). Aggarwal (2000) summarizes stabilization methods usually employed by underwriters 
which include the direct purchases of the IPO stock by underwriter at prices equal to or slightly 
less than offering price, and discouraging quick selling or flipping of IPO by particular investors, 
often block holders. Another way of stabilizing the aftermarket price is done through over-
allotment scheme in which underwriters could initially sell up to 135% of total offer size. After 
listing, underwriters buy back 20% of the allotment, and have the option of buying back another 
15% if the price drops still, or leaving it in market if the price goes up or remains stable.  
All of these stabilization approaches are intended to artificially intervene into market 
demand for the IPO stock. Interestingly, Ruud (1993) and Asquith et al (1998) has statistically 
proved the existence of underwriter’s price stabilization practices by showing evolution of 
distributions of IPO stocks’ returns. Specifically, the return distributions of IPO stocks at short 
time after the listing date are shown to peak around zero, skewed to the right and left tails are 
censored. However, as time passes farther from the listing date, the empirical densities of IPO 
stock returns show more resemblance to normal distribution with left tails extended and 
skewnesses are also reduced. The dramatic changes in the shape of empirical distributions clearly 
suggest price stabilization practices which has been conducted to IPO stocks.  
Although the price interpositions in this manner are mainly aiming at reducing the price 
variability of IPO stocks, it could be very lucrative to underwriter and related parties. As a very 
result, these market-making activities could evolve into genuine price manipulation which is 
illegal, especially in developing markets. While there is no universal definition for price 
manipulation, every unusual market behavior can be expounded as one form of price 
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manipulation. Price manipulation usually refers to steering stock prices in secondary market, but 
it could start as early as when IPO allocation process just commences. As IPOs are usually 
underpriced, obtaining IPO allocation is the cheapest and easiest way to manipulate stock price 
and also the huge profits can be reaped from the manipulation, block holders are highly 
motivated to manipulate the IPO stock’s price once the IPO gets listed. 
Maneuvering aftermarket prices is not legally allowed on China’s stock market, but it is 
immanent in China’s stock market because of unsound regulatory system and other imperfect 
market features, which also inspire this chapter to investigate the role price manipulation plays in 
IPO underpricing. As explained above, stock market was imported from capitalist countries into 
China to assist reforming the highly centralized economy. Due to lack of experiences and 
institutional defects, China’s stock market, from the very beginning, is prevalent with various 
forms of price manipulations whose insidious objective is to play with stock prices at their own 
will and plunder huge amount of illegal profits. Although these activities have been continuously 
cracked down by authority and decreasing overtime, they are still very common now. Typically, 
some big investors15 collude with each other to buy and hold a significant portion of one stock, 
then control its price and reap profits. Price manipulation activities are so widespread and 
inrooted that securities officials and the management of listed companies are also frequently 
involved in manipulation scandals. Several securities companies and investment banks have 
collapsed due to manipulating stock prices and other wrongdoings16 . Additionally, the most 
striking feature of China’s stock market probably is that prices move independently of 
companies’ underlying fundamentals. A few booming periods in China’s market history have 
                                                 
15 Investors with huge capital, mainly institutional ones, which could be investment fund, operating company, 
securities company and investment bank etc. 
16 In the past few years, as reported by media, more than half of China’s securities companies lost money, the major 
culprit is illegal activities usually associated with price manipulations.   
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proven to be fake ones forged by purely speculative capitals and investors’ mania. This unique 
feature also provides direct evidences that China’s stock market is tortured by speculation and 
manipulation.    
That we try to identify price manipulation as the possible explanation for the IPO 
underpricing on China’s market is also in line with arguments of Ritter & Welch(2002) who 
claim that IPO allocation mechanism could be one of the most promising causations for 
persistently high IPO initial returns. Their philosophy says that since parties involved in IPO 
process have different perspectives and objectives, the agency conflicts could result in special 
IPO allocation scheme which in turn may have direct impacts on IPO underpricing. The 
allocating scheme employed on China’s market is mixture of private placement and public 
allotment. This allocating scheme preferentially treats institutional investors17 , as Hanley & 
Wilhelm (1995) show that underwriter and issuer often exert their discretions in IPO allocation 
to favor certain clienteles, especially some important institutional investors are preferentially 
allocated more shares. These institutional investors are favored in IPO allocation also because 
they are conceived by authority to less likely to flip stocks frequently, thus have the potential to 
stabilize market. However, in a highly speculative and unpredictable market like China, no 
investors dare to hold one stock for a long time. As a matter of fact, these block holders are 
blamed to actually increase the fluctuations and dub the market by controlling prices, since price 
manipulation cases on China’s market always involve some block holders including securities 
company, investment fund as well as listed companies themselves.  
Manipulating price is mainly done by big institutional investors on China’s market, 
because huge capital is needed for holding a significant portion of one listed stock or several 
stocks simultaneously. If some investor attempts to manipulate one stock, first of all, they would 
                                                 
17 Also known as strategic investors or block holders.  
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try to acquire as much IPO of the stock as possible. As IPO underpricing has been well 
established, manipulating stock price would be much easier if large amount of the stock’s IPO 
could be obtained before listing, the cost and risk would also be lower compared with buying the 
stock on the secondary market. Price manipulation could commence as early as the phase of IPO 
allocation also because it has been shown, like in Zhang(2001), that block holders are less likely 
to buy stocks if they do not get the stock before its listing. Then, if more shares are needed, the 
manipulator will covertly build up the share on the secondary market till the desired amount. At 
the same time, other auxiliary wiles would be adopted to help achieve the manipulation; for 
example, issuing buy-recommendations, disseminating feigned good news about the stock and 
tampering with the financial statements. Summing up, we make the third conjecture about the 
China’s IPO behavior as follows:  
Hypothesis III: The more IPO of one stock is allocated to block holders, the higher 
underpricing will ensue on the first trading day, ceteris paribus. 
Further, since stocks with small capitalization are easier to control and also incur less 
risks, manipulators could prefer IPO of small size. In the similar spirit, Beatty and Ritter (1986) 
also show that small sized stocks are more speculative than stocks with large capitalization. 
While other researches examine the discrepancy of risks incurred by small and large IPO and 
stocks18, this chapter test it in the context of price manipulation. This reasoning leads to another 
assumption about China’s IPO: 
Hypothesis IV: IPO stock with small IPO proceeds is more likely to be manipulated, and 
consequently, the underpricing will be larger, ceteris paribus.  
 
                                                 
18 The usual explanatory variable used for this purpose is the inverse of IPO proceeds, while we use the log of 
proceeds. Therefore, the correlation between IPO proceed and underpricing is assumed to be positive here, contrary 
to the negative relation hypothesized in literature.  
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 1.2.1.4 Hot market effect 
It has been shown in literature that IPO underpricing could be especially high during 
some specific period of time, like early 80’s and internet bubble era around millennium on US 
market. This fact is defined in literature as “hot issue market” phenomenon (Ritter, 1984), or 
equivalently “cold issue market” phenomenon if viewed from the opposite side. Hot issues in 
Ritter (1984) refer to one particular type of IPOs, namely natural resource-related issues which 
experienced substantially higher average initial return than other IPOs19, the situation is similar 
in some respects to that of internet-related issues in late 90’s. However, unlike Ritter (1984), this 
chapter does not examine in detail some particular type of issues, we just try to control the effect 
of overall market condition or mood on the underpricing level of individual IPO stock. Thus, we 
title this subsection as “hot market” rather than “hot issue market”.  
Generally, the average IPO initial returns are higher in bullish market than those of 
bearish market, because investors are usually more optimistic when the broad market goes up. As 
it is not likely that fundamental features of IPO stocks during bullish and bearish markets differ 
much, the effect of hot market on the IPO underpricing could be considered as indication of 
market mania or fad in IPO as termed in literature.  In order to account for this market effect on 
the IPO underpricing, this chapter incorporates accumulative market return during one month 
prior to each IPO stock’s listing date as proxy for overall market condition, the corresponding 
hypothesis is: 
Hypothesis V: Bullish market would cause higher IPO underpricing, or equivalently, 
bearish market would lower IPO underpricing, ceteris paribus.  
 
                                                 
19 Ritter (1984) documents average initial return of 48% for natural resource IPOs issued from 1980 to early 1981 
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 1.2.1.5 Hot issue effect 
Usually, investors tend to scramble for good IPOs which present outstanding qualities 
and promise bright growth prospects. Thus, it is reasonable that investors on the secondary 
market like to pay higher price for the good stock, which would result in higher underpricing for 
the IPO. This chapter terms this phenomenon as “hot issue effect” 20  for IPO underpricing. 
Specifically, hot issues refer to the IPO which are heavily demanded by investors. Hot issues are 
typically indicated by high subscription rate which shows the high evaluation of the IPO by 
investors who have ebullient predictions for the stocks’ future value. Although, IPOs of good 
quality deserve high evaluation, too heavily demand could partially result from some biases 
induced by highly diversified judgments of investors. Including subscription rate as an 
explanatory variable is to correct possible excessive valuation or biases brought in just by 
investor mania. In this sense, subscription rate, like overall market condition, could represent to 
some extent market fad observed especially in developing market. Therefore, to pinpoint the hot 
issue effect present in IPO pricing on China’s market, we assume that: 
Hypothesis VI: High subscription rate of IPO implies high underpricing, ceteris paribus.  
1.2.1.6 Hidden information uncertainty 
Finally, to study the IPO underpricing, we need not necessarily concentrate on the 
information before the stock gets listed. Ritter (1984) uses the variability of after-listing stock 
returns of the IPO stock as one of the proxies for ex ante uncertainties about the stock. He finds 
significantly positive relations between this after-listing return variability and IPO underpricing. 
After-market or post-issue price variability mainly represents the endogenous information 
                                                 
20 Hot issues here refer to good IPOs as defined in the text, whereas hot issues in Ritter(1984) mainly refer to one 
type of IPOs during a specific period of time.   
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uncertainty of the IPO stock, thus it could signal some risk about the stock which was not 
revealed before the stock gets listed. However, although the endogenous information is hidden 
prior to listing, it could be accessible to some privileged institutional investors before listing, 
especially under porous regulatory system.  To verify this controversial effect of ‘future’ 
information on current event in the context of China’s market, this chapter assumes that: 
Hypothesis VII:  IPO undepricing would be high if the standard deviation of after-listing 
stock prices turns out to be large, ceteris paribus.  
 
1.2.2: Discussion on long run overpricing of IPO stocks and more hypotheses 
Roughly speaking, IPO stocks after listing dwell on the same market circumstances as 
other normal listed stocks. Whereas, as mentioned above, the fact that buy-hold returns of IPO 
stocks generally underperform the market as a whole and also do worse than other comparable 
benchmark firms has incurred much academic attention. However, because IPO stocks traverse 
primary as well as secondary market, studies on long-run performance of IPO stocks after being 
listed have to confront more theoretical and technical difficulties. First of all, the length of 
sample period is crucial for empirical conclusions which vary from one particular sample to 
another. Studies on long horizon returns of IPO stocks mostly focus on two or three-year buy-
hold returns, a few examine five year returns or even longer21, shorter samples are also used 
sometime. Some early papers, like Buser & Chan (1987) and Ritter (1991), document that IPO 
stocks do better than leading market indices within two years’ listing, whereas Ritter(1991) 
shows that the excess returns of IPO stocks relative to both market and benchmark firms fall 
substantially negative after three years holding. At the same time, Aggarwal and Rivoli(1990) 
show that one year aftermarket return of IPO stocks on US market is already negative. Further, 
                                                 
21 Like Bossaerts & Hillion (2000) study ten-year return, Gu (2003) examines five-year return on China’s market. 
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Bossaerts & Hillion (2000) conclude that ten-year aftermarket returns of IPO stocks are 
unpredictable, upholding market efficiency hypothesis. Researches on China’s IPO stocks yield 
similar non-uniform results. Chen et al(2000) record a pattern of aftermarket returns of IPO 
stocks which is similar to that observed in US market; whereas Mok & Hui(1998) produce a 
persistent positive returns over three years post-listing for China’s A share IPO stocks. However, 
the variations of results obtained with China’s data could be partially due to the different periods 
covered by respective samples, as China’s stock market presents high fluctuations and large up 
and downs frequently. Our understanding is that IPO stocks, after one year’s listing and the first 
audited post-listing financial statement has come to light, should be treated as normal listed 
stocks, as it is logical to deem that most information about the issuer has been publicized. Further, 
the most haunting locked shares held by institutional investors, which may press aftermarket 
price down, usually expire before 180 days22, hence the wallop from the selling of locked shares 
should abate off after another half year. On China’s market, the lockup period was initially 
long 23 , has come close to that of western markets. This consideration prompts us to only 
investigate one year-long aftermarket returns of IPO stocks on China’s market.  
Secondly, it appears that there are not many disputes that IPO stocks, in long term, 
generally underperform the whole market represented by some leading market indices. Howbeit, 
researchers like to compare IPO stocks with some comparable (usually in terms of market 
capitalization and book-to-market ratio) seasoned firms, because performances of IPO stocks 
would be judged with more convincing power if they are put against some peer companies in the 
same industry. However, authors focusing on different markets and using different samples do 
not statistically agree on whether IPO stocks do worse than benchmark firms. Loughran & 
                                                 
22 See Field & Hanka (2001)  
23 On China’s market, the lockup period does not apply to state and legal entity shares which are not tradable at 
exchange.  
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Ritter(1995) report that IPO stocks on average produce less positive returns than comparable 
firms. However, Ritter & Welch(2002) show that, from early 1970’s to late 90’s on US market, 
three-year buy-hold returns of seasoned firms were as bad as those of comparable IPO stocks, 
because both categories did significantly worse than broad market. Internationally, Asian IPO 
stocks seem to perform better than their counterparts in western mature markets in terms of style-
adjusted aftermarket returns 24 . To our knowledge, the behavior of style-adjusted returns of 
China’s IPO stocks is not much investigated, probably because of difficulties to be stated later to 
construct matching firms or Fama-French factor. One exceptional attempt is made in 
Zhang(2004) who presents that IPOs issued from 1997 to 1998 on China’s market significantly 
underperform their industry matches three-year post-listing.  
One possible reason for different conclusions using two abnormal returns is probably that 
the leading market indices are usually composed of good value stocks which perform much 
better than average stocks including IPOs, while selected benchmark firms could belong to the 
same ladder as IPO stocks. Even if the equally weighted average buy-hold returns of IPO stocks 
are compared with some all composite index which is value-weighted, the different way of 
calculation could also introduce some biases into the resulting abnormal returns. It seems that 
researchers have to concentrate on single comparison criterion, or to segregate two sets of results 
and interpret them with distinct perspectives.  
Thirdly, the knottiest difficulty for long horizon study comes from measurement of long 
term returns. Multi-year aftermarket returns of IPO stocks spanning the same study period 
usually overlap, which render some of returns being correlated, and the knottiness extends to 
long run returns of benchmark firms also. This problem, summarized in Ritter & Welch (2002), 
is also embedded in the first two difficulties stated above. Even renowned Fama-French factor 
                                                 
24 As shown in Hwang & Jayaraman(1992) on Japanese market and Kim et al(1995) on Korean market. 
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model is not able to help much, because Fama-French factors themselves suffer from 
measurement biases. If the study period stretches over several years, the constructed factor 
portfolios could contain IPO stocks also, which make factors weight towards small IPO stocks 
and small growth firms, see Loughran and Ritter(2000). The problem is even worse on China’s 
market. Apart from the short history and small number of listed companies, one technical hurdle 
is that listed companies are not as clearly categorized as in other mature markets25, like US. 
Moreover, in such a highly dynamic economy as China, many companies switch main operating 
business quite often as new opportunities emerge, and some companies are concurrently doing 
traditional together with so-called growth businesses. This special situation introduces certain 
noises into related researches on China’s IPO stocks, thus this chapter gauges long run 
performance of IPO stocks only with market index rather than with benchmark firms. 
Nonetheless, Brav (2000) shows that biases in long horizon study induced by the measurement 
curse could be effectively reduced by using Bayesian approach, which motivates us to 
investigate the one year buy-hold returns of IPO stocks on China’s market by mechanism of 
Bayesian sequential inferences.   
To interpret the long-run performance of IPO stocks, researchers mainly try to specify 
some explanatory variables to predict the long-run returns of IPO stocks.  Siew et al (1998) relate 
long run aftermarket performance of IPO stocks to the extent of earnings tampering around IPO 
date. After decomposing earnings accruals into different parts, they find Discretionary Current 
Accruals has significant predictive power for the long run stock returns after IPO gets listed. 
Mikkelson et al (1997) also record that poor post-IPO financial statements lead to long-run 
underperformance of IPO stocks.     
                                                 
25 So far, no known attempts have been made to construct Fama-French factors for China’s stock market. 
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Another logically reasonable explanation for long-run underperformance of IPO stocks is 
offered by Miller (1977) and other advocates. This hypothesis says that, in the long run, IPO 
stock price will inevitably drop from the immediate aftermarket price which is definitely uplifted 
by the most optimistic investors from its long run equilibrium price (true value). In other words, 
long run returns of IPO stocks may have direct correlation with the IPO initial return or 
underpricing. In the same spirit, we assume that factors affecting IPO underpricing could also 
explain the aftermarket buy-hold returns of IPO stocks. Therefore, we maintain all the 
hypotheses in the preceding subsection about IPO underpricing for the corresponding one year 
buy-hold returns of IPO stocks on China’s market. The exception is the Hypothesis V for hot 
market phenomenon, since the market trend before the listing is obviously not much relevant for 
the long run aftermarket returns of IPO stocks. In addition, we include the leverage rate26 as 
potential contributive factor for long run returns of IPO stocks, because it is reasonable that long 
run investors are more concerned with financial health of the listed companies, as large amount 
of debts could engender more uncertainties about the companies’ growth, which is consistent 
with usual assumptions made in finance. Based on one of the fundamental principles in finance, 
namely “High risk requires high return”, the assumed causality between long run returns and 
leverage level for China’s IPO stocks is that: 
Hypothesis VIII: High leverage rate tends to elevate long run return of IPO stocks, 
ceteris paribus.  
In addition to reasons stated above, we choose the time range for long run returns as one 
year considering also the following concerns. Firstly, the securities regulations on China’s 
market are capricious and always open to new changes. Thus, the changing backdrop of China’s 
market may induce some biases for studies on longer range returns. The fact that the previous 
                                                 
26 It refers to the average debt rate during three years before the offering date of IPO. 
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studies do not agree on the behavior of long-run returns of China’s IPO stocks might probably be 
due to the fluky underlying market conditions. Moreover, in such a highly speculative market 
(Lin, 1992), long run holding of stocks is not feasible strategy implemented by most investors. 
Secondly, our IPO data cut off at the end of 2003, leaving only one year for us to investigate 
their aftermarket performances.   
 
Section 1.3: Briefing on Methodology 
1.3.1 Methodologies employed in this chapter 
In this chapter, we mainly carry out multiple regression analysis to test our hypotheses 
about IPOs on China’s market. Whereas, in addition to the classical least square analysis, we also 
make inferences from the model using Bayesian methodology.  
Bayesian method enables researchers to incorporate into statistical inference both prior 
beliefs (or knowledge) about quantities of interest and information contained in collected data. In 
particular, instead of treating model parameters as unknown constants (population value) as done 
in classical analysis, Bayesian approach treats the parameters as random variables as well. This 
means that it allows researchers to have prior belief in the form of prior distribution about 
parameters, then to adjust the belief based on the data collected. The updated belief or 
information results in the posterior belief or posterior distribution which contains all the 
information about parameters. All the inferences about parameters are based on the posterior 
density. Inter alia, Bayesian method addresses (in principle) one logical difficulty associated with 
classical approach (or frequentist approach) which assumes that repeated sampling is possible. 
However, in real application, usually we have only one realization of a random process, repeated 
sampling is rarely available if not completely impossible. Bayesian method is gaining more 
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popularity in various fields because of its theoretic and logic consistency 27 , although this 
consistency has to be compromised somewhat in real applications for computational 
considerations. 
Bayesian method exactly fits financial study, because most of financial time series 
processes beget information flow in ordinal order. According to the Bayesian sequential 
inference, the earlier events can be treated as prior knowledge or information for the events 
happening later. In our context, Bayesian analysis is highly suitable for studying the behavior of 
long run aftermarket returns of IPO stocks. As suggested in general financial theories, prices bear 
certain information about equities. The offering price of an IPO represents the information about 
the stock exposed by issuer, underwriter as well as informed investors, whereas the stock price is 
updated after the IPO gets listed by the continuously revealed information. Therefore, when we 
study the long run aftermarket returns of IPO stocks, the IPO initial return could be treated as 
reference information for the subsequent returns. That Bayesian approach is appropriate for long 
horizon study is also because, in this sort of study, one potential pitfall is measurement of long-
run returns. Traditional Fama-French model frequently employed in IPO pricing study may well 
be subject to some biases caused by dependent or non-normally distributed returns in specifying 
the factors, which renders factors returns and aftermarket IPO stock returns inaccurate, see Brav 
and Gompers (1997). Bayesian approach can avoid this kind of biases, see two excellent studies 
in this respect, Brav (2000) and Kothari and Warner (1997). In this chapter, we also employ 
Bayesian approach to study the long run performance of IPO stocks.  
Specifically, to predict the performance of one year buy-hold returns of IPO stocks on 
China’s market, we do two step regressions by the virtue of Bayesian sequential updating 
scheme. In the first step, we regress half year buy-hold returns on the explanatory variables, 
                                                 
27 This is true at least to Bayesian advocates 
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using the estimates of first two moments from the underpricing regression to set up the prior 
densities of parameters. Secondly, the posterior inferences from the first regression are then used 
as prior information for the regression of one year buy-hold returns on the same set of 
regressands. By doing so, we could better depict the information adjusting process of investors, 
since investors usually modify their trading strategy based on the past prices. Consequently, we 
could reveal with more accuracy the scheme the explanatory factors act on our dependent 
variable, the one year buy-hold returns of IPO stocks. The results obtained with our data show 
that information gathered from the half year return regression has significant effects on the one 
year return regression estimates. 
 
1.3.2 Sketch of Bayesian inference and the setting for long run study.   
We epitomize below the Bayesian inference procedure in the context of linear regression, 
then we tailor it to study the regression of one year buy-hold returns of IPO stocks on China’s 
stock market.  
    Bayesian analysis is built upon the Bayes’ Theorem: 
      









      or                                                    (1.1) 
Where θ  is parameter vector, ( )θf  is the prior density (prior belief) of parameters; 
( )θ|yf  is the likelihood function for the data; ( )yf |θ  is the posterior density (posterior belief 
or adjusted belief) for the parameters, adjustment basis is the data y; ∝  stands for “proportional 
to”, namely the density in the left hand side is same as that of the right hand side up to a integral 
constant which is not related to parameter θ .  
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In contrast to the classical likelihood principle analysis which is solely based on the 
likelihood function, Bayesian approach requires additional information from prior density. 
Therefore, specification of prior density is one of the key points in conducting Bayesian analysis. 
Roughly speaking, a particular specification of prior density dictates the nature and complexity 
of the subsequent statistical inferences. Indeed, it is the prior density that brings tremendous 
complications to computation in Bayesian method. Except for some special cases with like flat 
and conjugate priors, derivation of posterior density and estimation of the posterior parameters 
could be formidable for Bayesian model. Fortunately, the emergence and wide application of 
MCMC (Markov Chain Monte Carlo) algorithms have greatly relieved this difficulty.  
MCMC technique is the primary tool for conducting Bayesian analysis. The key idea of 
MCMC is to construct a Markov chain which converges to its stationary distribution )(θπ , also 
known as the target distribution, which is assumed to be the posterior distribution ( )yf |θ  in our 
case. By “convergence”, we mean that the constructed Markov chain, although initially it is not 
directly drawn from ( yf | )θ , would ultimately be equivalent to being drawn from ( )yf |θ . Thus, 
the resulting chain can then be used as a random sample to make usual statistical inferences 
about parameters θ   associated with ( )yf |θ . Many MCMC algorithms have been proposed to 
construct Markov chain with such property. The MCMC algorithm was pioneered by Von 
Neumann who proposed Acceptance/Rejection around 1950 which has seen applications in many 
contexts. Probably, the most general MCMC methods so far are Metropolis algorithm discovered 
by Metropolis et al(1953) which has its roots in Acceptance/Rejection rule, and the extension of 
Metropolis algorithm called Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. However, the most widely used 
algorithm is perhaps Gibbs sampling 28  which has the merit to effectively reduce the 
                                                 
28 Discussion of Gibbs sampling here is based on Tsay (2001). 
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dimensionality of problem, and in the extreme case, it could convert a highly dimensional 
problem to a multiple uni-dimensional one, thus greatly lightens the workload involved. We will 
make use of Gibbs sampling to estimate and make inferences for our regression model of IPO on 
China’s market. 
Specifically, our general linear regression model for IPO is:  
                                                                      (1.2) ( ) niNXY iidi ,..,2,1,,0, 2~ =+= σεεβ
 
Where ),...,,( 21 ′= nyyyY is the vector of dependent variables; X is the explanatory data 
matrix, β  is the vector of parameters, ),...,,( 21 ′= nεεεε  is the error term vector. With the 
independent and identically distributed normal error terms, the likelihood function of the model 
is: 




1exp,,|,|, )                 (1.3) 
Which, if treated as the joint probability density of parameters including the unknown error 
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Where the third term in the right hand side of above density kernel can be considered as the 
normal distribution of β  with mean  and variance-covariance matrix  , conditioning on 
 and data; whereas the first two terms form the marginal distribution (also conditioning on 





distribution). Therefore, according to the Bayesian theorem above, the joint posterior density for 
parameters of interest is: 
( ) ( ) ( )XYffYXf NIG ,,|,,|, 222 σβσβσβ ∝                                                             (1.5) 
Where the ( )2,σβf  is the joint prior density of parameters to be specified. If we adopt natural 
conjugate prior29, namely ( )2,σβf  is also a normal-inverted Gamma-2 density:  
( ) ( )0200022 ,,,|,, vsMff NIG βσβσβ ∝                                                                      (1.6) 





30  to be endued with particular values. Of course, how to specify these 
hyperparameters relies on the prior information at hand.  
Consequently, the joint posterior density of the parameters also belongs to normal-
inverted Gamma-2 density family in the same form of (1.4): 
 ( ) ( )∗∗∗∝ vsMfYXf NIG ,,,|,,|, 2*22 βσβσβ                                                            (1.7) 
Where the starred parameters are given by: 
   


































                                                  (1.8) 
Then the conditional posterior distributions of parameters are as follows: 
  ( ) ( )1*2 ,~,,| −∗ MNYXf βσβ                                                                                    (1.9) 




Note from the expression of in (1.8), one possible pitfall of least square analysis 
which is multicollinearity
∗M
31 could be alleviated because of correction effect from . Since 0M
                                                 
29 Natural conjugate prior leads to the posterior distribution belonging to the same family of distribution as the prior. 
30 The hyperparameters could be assumed to possess other distributional forms in the so-called hierarchical models, 
specification of hyperparameters is dependent on problems.  
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closed form solutions for all the parameters are available, we can easily implement Gibbs 
sampling algorithm to construct Markov chains for the parameters. Specifically, the Markov 
chains are drawn in the following way: 
1. Set initial values for  and ; 0β 02σ
2. Use multivariate normal distribution (1.9) ( )02,,| σβ YXf  to draw a sample and store it as 
; 1β
3. Use Gamma distribution (1.10) conditioning on  to draw a sample and store it as ; 1β 12σ
Iterate the step 2 and 3 for many rounds conditioning on the immediately updated values 
of β and  to obtain a Gibbs chain . The 
first 
2σ ),(),...,,(),,(),.....,,( 21212121 NNMMMM σβσβσβσβ ++
M samples are discarded32, the rest 1+−MN samples are then used to conduct parameters 
estimation and inferences based on the principle of Monte Carlo.  
 
Section 1.4: Data Features and Empirical Findings 
1.4.1 Data and variables description 
The data used in this chapter consist of 532 firm-commitment A-share IPOs issued from 
January 1998 through December 2003 on China’s two stock exchanges. There are total 555 IPOs 
issued and listed during this period. Twenty three IPOs are excluded from the sample because 
subscription and/or P/E information cannot be found for these stocks.  Some Chinese companies 
also issue shares in exchanges outside mainland, China and get listed in multiple exchanges. This 
chapter does not study those shares listed in foreign exchanges, because those shares have to 
comply with the rules and mechanism of the local exchange which may differ much from those 
                                                                                                                                                             
31 It implies that the matrix X′ is nearly singular.  X
32  and  should be sufficiently large to ensure the constructed MCMC chain converges to the posterior 
distribution, and relevant statistical inferences are made from the true distribution.  However, there is no universe 




of China. Moreover, even shares of the same company but listed in different exchanges may 
behave quite differently. Therefore, it is more appropriate to study those shares of Chinese 
companies listed in foreign exchanges as local stocks.  The data on IPO price and share structure 
are obtained from Wanxiang Investment Company, Shenzhen, China. The data of historical 
prices for IPO stocks after getting listed is obtained from Guangfa Security Company, 
Guangzhou, China. Indices are downloaded from Datastream. The price data are adjusted for 
stock splits, dividends and right offerings. Other data are compiled from the IPO offering and 
listing prospectus.  
This chapter omits the IPOs issued before 1998 because the regulatory policies of 
China’s stock market are more consistent since 1998, marked by starting to abolish the annual 
listing quota33 which incubates a lot of non-transparencies and corruptions. From 1998, China 
also deepens reforms in financial market in preparation for joining WTO, that is, integration into 
WTO also exerts some externality to China’s economy as well as stock market. 
 We define raw IPO underpricing or raw IPO initial return as: 
                                                                                                     (1.11)  001 /)( PPPRIR −=
Where  is the closing price of IPO stock on the first listing day,  is the offering price of IPO. 
We adjust the raw initial return by the market return on the first listing day, denoted as 
1P 0P
RMR , 
which is calculated in the same way as RIR  using the corresponding market indices, that is: 
001 /)( IIIRMR −=                                                                                                     (1.12) 
Where  is the closing market index on the first listing day of corresponding IPO,  is the 
closing market index immediately before the first listing day. Thus, the adjusted initial return or 
simple initial return is: 
1I 0I
                                                 
33 It was finally enacted as statutory regulation in early 2001.  
 33
001001 /)(/)( IIIPPPRMRRIRIR −−−=−=                                                           (1.13) 
There are two stock exchanges in China, each issues its own index. We adjust the every IPO 
initial return using the market index of the respective exchange where the IPO is listed. Finally, 
the equally weighted mean underpricing or initial return is calculated as arithmetic average of 









1                                                                                                           (1.14) 
P  is the number of IPO in our sample. With the sample of 532 IPOs, we obtain the mean initial 
return MIR  at 127.6%. Table 1.3 below classifies by year the average market-adjusted 
underpricing for our sample calculated according to (1.14). 
 
     Table 1.3: IPO underpricing in China by year 
Year Number of IPO  Mean Underpricing 
1998 88 137.9% 
1999 97 112.6% 
2000 134 151.3% 
2001 77 138.1% 
2002 69 132.2% 
2003 67 72.0% 
Total 532 127.6% 
  
Table 1.3 shows that the magnitude of annual average IPO underpricing roughly 
increases with issuing volume, which is typical of hot issue market phenomenon. Table 1.3 does 
not show a clear time trend of underpricing level over sample period, while other studies on 
China’s IPO generally show a decreasing trend over time, for example, Su & Fleisher (1999) and 
Chen et al (2000). This is most probably because this chapter excludes sample from early years 
of China’s market. In those early years, China’s stock market was quite chaotic, for example, 
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some stock got listed after it has been issued for many years and the market is highly volatile and 
speculative.  
Table 1.4 lists IR , the dependent variable and independent variables used to explain the 
IPO underpricing on China’s market based on the hypotheses proposed in Section 1.2. The 
summary statistics for the variables are listed in the succeeding Table 1.5. 
   Table 1.4: Variables used in Chapter 1 and short descriptions 
Variables Brief Description Expected sign 
IR  Market-adjusted IPO underpricing as defined above  
SUB  Subscription rate of IPO in logarithmic form Positive 
PSD  Standard deviation of IPO stock price during one year 
after the first trading day 
Positive 
PRO  IPO proceeds (millions in Yuan) in logarithmic form Negative 
INS  Fraction of an IPO (in percentage point) allocated to 
institutional investors  
Positive 
Aratio  Ratio of A-shares to total shares excluding shares listed 
in foreign exchange 
Positive 
MR  Accumulative market (index) return for one month 
prior to IPO getting listed. 
Positive 
EP.  Offering price/Earnings per share (P/E).  Positive 
 
   Table 1.5: Descriptive statistics for the variables in Chapter 1 
statistics IR  SUB  PSD  PRO  INS  Aratio  MR  EP.  
Min 0.0019 2.6942 0.1710 4.6051 0.0100 0.0393 -0.164 6.780 
1st Qu. 0.6588 4.8018 1.0538 5.8516 0.2100 0.2857 -0.037 15.81 
Mean 1.2765 5.4012 2.1463 6.3725 1.0441 0.3438 0.0089 23.24 
Median 1.1031 5.4920 1.5953 6.2882 0.8700 0.3367 0.0019 19.97 
3rd Qu. 1.6991 6.0194 2.5267 6.7933 1.2225 0.3937 0.0387 28.72 
Max 8.3113 7.5159 14.593 9.3772 14.270 0.6818 0.4388 88.69 
Std.Dev. 0.8966 0.8789 1.7390 0.7599 1.2986 0.0904 0.0781 10.52 
Skewness 1.9584 -0.3891 2.4995 0.9024 4.5998 0.2779 1.8247 1.642 
Kurtosis 8.5278 0.0141 9.3502 1.5716 34.896 1.4142 7.3706 3.531 
   Note: Kurtosis here computed with S-PLUS is excess kurtosis. 
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 From the Table 1.4 and 1.5, several observations can be made. Firstly, the quartile values 
of IR  show that initial returns of IPOs on China’s market are skewed to the right, with at least 
three fourth of IPO initial returns are higher than 0.6588, the first quartile value. The biggest 
initial return of 8.3113 is from one small technology firm. Also, the distribution of initial returns 
has thick tail with excess kurtosis of 8.5278, indicating large initial returns in China’s market are 
quite frequent. Secondly, IPOs in China’s market are heavily demanded with average 
subscription rate of 221.6734, the highest one is 1837.0235. This fact shows that China’s IPO 
market is highly competitive, but this is not likely due to high qualities of listed companies on 
China’s market. Thirdly, the fraction of one IPO allocated to institutional investors, , is not 
large in magnitude. This fraction is collected from the listing prospectus, including only shares 
allocated to investment fund or similar companies but excluding the state shares and legal entity 
shares retained by the issuer which together usually make up the majority of the total shares, but 
not tradable. It is used to foreshow possible price manipulations after the IPO gets listed.  
INS
Fourthly, the ratio of tradable A-shares to total shares, Aratio , is the proxy for 
information asymmetry among issuer, informed investors and uninformed investors, its role is to 
reveal possible winner’s curse phenomenon on China’s IPO  market. On average, only 34.38% 
of total shares are tradable, and at least 75% of listed companies in China’s market have less than 
40% shares tradable. Whereas in western markets, management and other insiders usually hold 
much less shares (Booth & Chua, 1996). This particular feature has long been accused for some 
unusual behaviors of China’s stock market. Fifthly, the variable, MR , is the accumulative 
market return of one month before the IPO gets listed. This variable is used to represent the 
overall market condition which has substantial effects on IPO initial return. This chapter uses 
                                                 
34 It equals exp(5.4012) 
35 It equals exp(7.5159) 
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accumulative market return rather than average market return to reflect the overall market 
condition because investors usually base their decision for purchasing IPO on the general market 
trend over the past period, whereas the average return cannot indicate the market trend. The 
mean value of MR  is moderate, only 0.89%, while the variation of MR  is high with standard 
deviation of 7.81%. The 95% confidence interval of the one month accumulative market return is 
about (-14.73%, 15.62%). This wide confidence interval coupled with the large kurtosis of 
7.3706 clearly indicates that China’s stock market is very volatile. Finally, the sizes of IPOs in 
China’s market vary a lot, with the biggest one 11836  times the smallest one. Taking into 
account that listed companies with large IPO usually also have larger fraction of non-tradable 
share retained, actual sizes of listed companies differ even much larger. The following Table 1.6 
presents the correlation matrix for the variables listed in Table 1.4. IPO initial return IR  is 
shown to have substantial correlations with all the independent variables.   
     Table 1.6: Correlations among variables used Chapter 1 
 IR  SUB  PSD  PRO  INS  Aratio
 
MR  EP.  
IR  1.000        
SUB  0.592 1.000       
PSD  0.301 0.164 1.000      
PRO  -0.383 -0.428 0.048 1.000     
INS  0.578 0.259 0.125 -0.032 1.000    
Aratio  0.125 0.162 0.097 -0.082 -0.062 1.000   
MR  0.247 0.057 -0.010 -0.062 0.093 0.048 1.000  
EP.  0.127 0.155 0.247 0.034 -0.023 -0.017 -0.077 1.000 
 
 In contrast to the previous studies on IPO in the literature, this chapter does not put some 
categorical factors as explanatory variables. In particular, some papers include time dummy to 
detect year to year variation of IPO underpricing, whereas our data show in Table 1.1 that there 
is no clear trend of underpricing through our sample span. Industry dummy is also often included 
                                                 
36 118=exp(9.3772)/exp(4.6051), namely largest IPO size/smallest IPO size.  
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to differentiate degree of IPO underpricing among industries. However, in China’s case, a lot of 
listed companies do not do what their names suggest, for example, some alleged high technology 
companies have very little relation to hi-tech. Further more, unlike mature exchanges, there are 
no codes specified for each industry in China’s exchanges. Therefore, it is very difficult to 
classify China’s listed companies by industries.  
Another omitted explanatory variable frequently employed in IPO studies is the time 
elapsed between IPO offering and listing date, the proxy for information uncertainty and 
information leakage. It is usually assumed that IPO underpricing is positively correlated with the 
time length. Whereas on China’s market, this time gap has since 1998 been set by authority to be 
two weeks for all IPOs. Consequently, it is not reasonable to put the time gap as one of 
explanatory variables for China’s IPO underpricing.  
 
 1. 4.2 Empirical results on IPO underpricing  
To test the hypotheses I-VII proposed in section II about the IPO underpricing on China’s 
market, we regress market adjusted IPO initial return on the explanatory variables in Table 1.4. 
Specifically, we estimate the following model: 
 
iiiiiiiii EPMRAratioINSPROPSDSUBIR εββββββββ ++++++++= .76543210          (1.15) 
     
 The estimated results are presented in Table 1.7 below. Initially, we included the average 
daily turnover ratio in the first month after the IPO stock gets listed as another indicator for price 
manipulation, as high rate of changing- hands and trading volume may result from manipulation-
oriented trading activities, but the estimated coefficient is highly insignificant. The same 
situation happened to two other variables. One is market return variability during one month 
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before the listing day which indicates the overall market uncertainty around the IPO. 
Insignificant estimated contribution attests that investors are not concerned with market 
variability, but with the overall market trend represented by the accumulative market return. The 
other tried-and-dropped variable is the IPO issuer’s leverage amount. It is not surprising that the 
leverage has insignificant effect on the IPO initial return, since short-run investors do not bother 
much with financial health of listed company, especially in such a highly speculative market as 
China. It is not uncommon on China’s market that some junk stocks often go upward persistently 
for quite a long period37. 
     Table 1.7: The estimated results for the underpricing regression model (1.15) 
Variables Value Std.Error t value Pr(>|t|) 
0β  0.3741 0.3276        1.1420 0.2540 
SUB  0.3229       0.0315 10.2466 0.0000 
PSD  0.0944    0.0140      6.7250 0.0000 
PRO  -0.2698 0.0342     -7.8892 0.0000 
INS  0.3139    0.0188     16.6733 0.0000 
Aratio  0.5767    0.2621      2.2000 0.0282 
MR  2.0307    0.2985      6.8034 0.0000 
EP.  0.0056    0.0023      2.4339 0.0153 
2R  0.6528 
 
From the Table 1.7, all the estimated coefficients are significant at 5% confidence level, 
except the intercept; also all the estimates have the expected sign.  Firstly, since the variable 
 denotes the portion of tradable A-shares in the total shares offered by one company, it’s 
significant coefficient implies that, ceteris paribus, if state owned companies widen ownership by 
issuing more shares to public investors, they have to give up more proceeds by underpricing their 
IPO to compensate investors for information asymmetry and ensure the issuance going smoothly. 
The inference here is also consistent with conclusions of studies on Chinese SOEs(state-owned 
Aratio
                                                 
37 It has been shown in some studies, like Chen et al(2000),  that A-share stock returns on China’s market have less 
relations with such fundamental aspect as earnings growth.  
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enterprises) from perspectives of corporate governance. Sun and Tong (2003) investigate the 
aftermarket performance of SOEs listed on China’s exchanges, and find that large portion of 
ownership retained by government has negative effect on the financial performance of SOEs38. 
Therefore, lower portion of shares retained by government or larger portion of shares issued to 
public investors (namely, high Aratio ) could offer investors high expectation of prospective 
growth of listed companies, thus investors like to pay more to buy the stock on the secondary 
market. Another indicator of information uncertainty is the variable PSD, the after-market price 
variability. The positive estimated coefficient implies that the basic financial principle of “high 
risk, high return” is applicable to general after-market equity returns as well as IPO initial returns, 
in other words, riskier offerings have to be underpriced more.  
Secondly, the hypothesis of price manipulation commencing at the IPO stage is supported 
by the estimated result. The significantly positive estimated coefficient of , A-shares 
allocated to institutional investors, suggests that the price manipulation on China’s market is 
deeply-rooted. The fact shows that the institutional investors actually exacerbate the variability 
rather than stabilize the China’s turbid stock market, countering the expectation of authority. 
Therefore, unlike mature markets, the institutional investors on China’s market are at least as 
speculative as individual investors. Whereas, like mature markets, the negative correlation 
between IPO proceeds and underpricing shown by the estimated coefficient of PRO  verifies that 
small sized IPO stocks might be more speculative and yield more underpricing. Mok and 
Hui(1998) also find the same relation for IPOs issued in the early period (1992-1993) of China’s 
stock market. However, what this feature further implies is the more serious price manipulation 
INS
                                                 
38 For details on the effect of ownership structure on performance of companies, please refer to Sun and Tong(2003), 
and references therein.  
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on China’s market, since IPO with small proceeds are more likely to become the victims of price 
manipulators.  
Thirdly, large estimated coefficient of the variable, MR , means that overall market 
situation plays an important role in the IPO underpricing on China’s market. If the market as a 
whole goes upward one step, the IPO underpricing could move ahead two times more. Therefore, 
hot market phenomenon is quite pronounced on China’s market, the first day investors of IPO 
stocks trade in the same direction as market trend. Meanwhile, the “hot issue” phenomenon is 
also evident on China’s market, which is shown by the positive estimated coefficient for 
subscription rate; that is, “hot issues” are favorably chased by investors on secondary market. 
Finally, on China’s IPO market, high P/E ratio appears to lead to high underpricing; this means 
that investors indeed like to pay more to buy IPO stocks with high P/E ratio which is taken as 
signaling of good quality of issuer.  
 
1.4.3: Results on Long-run performance of IPO stocks 
The monthly accumulative buy-hold return of IPO stocks is calculated as follows: 








Where  is the monthly accumulative buy-hold return of individual IPO stock up to holding 
month T (excluding first trading day
iTBR
39),  is the simple net return of the IPO stock at month t . 













})1({1                                                                                           (1.17) 
                                                 
39 All the buy-hold returns or aftermarket returns of IPO stocks in this chapter do not cover the first trading day. 
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P  is the number of IPO stocks in the portfolio which is also the size of our sample. Using the 
sample, this chapter obtains average one year ( 12=T ) raw buy-hold return of -3.65% for IPO 
stocks issued from 1998-2003 on China’s market. 











)1()1(                                                                                (1.18) 
Where  is the monthly market return computed with relevant index. Therefore, the average 















)}1()1({1                                                                  (1.19) 
The average market-adjusted one year buy-hold return for our sample is -3.18%, which implies 
that broad market also yielded slightly negative returns during the same period. 
To explain the one year buy-hold returns of IPO stocks on China’s market, we estimate 
the following regression model using Bayesian approach: 
 
iiiiiiiii LEVEPAratioINSPROPSDSUBMBR εββββββββ ++++++++= 76543210 .   (1.20) 
    
Where  is the market-adjusted long run buy-hold returns of IPO stocks after getting 
listed;  is the average leverage rate of IPO stocks during three years prior to offering IPO; 
other variables are defined as above.  
iMBR
iLEV
     For the prior distribution, we employ the idea of Bayesian sequential inferring: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2121121 |,,|,,,|, XXlXlXXf σβσβσβπσβ ∝                                                       (1.21) 
Where  denote data or information arriving in sequential order; 21, XX ( )11 |, Xl σβ  and 
( 212 |,, XXl )σβ  are corresponding likelihood functions. We treat one year buy-hold return as 
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the end of year return of the continuous buy-hold return series, thus the returns before the end of 
year can be taken as prior information for the one year buy-hold return. In this chapter, we run 
two step regressions. Specifically, we first estimate the model with the half year buy-hold return 
as dependent variable: 
 
iiiiiiiii LEVEPAratioINSPROPSDSUBHMBR εββββββββ ++++++++= 76543210 .   
(1.22) 
 
Where  is the half year market-adjusted buy-hold return of the IPO stocks, 
computed by Eq(1.18) with 
iHMBR
T  being 6 . For the original prior distribution ( )σβπ ,  for 61 ββ − , 
we take the estimated results (mean and standard deviation) from the underpricing regression 
(1.15) in Table 1.7 as the prior moments. For 7β  and the disturbance variance, we take the proper 
yet vague prior distributions. Specifically, we set for)1000,0(N 7β  parameter, and set Gamma 
(0.1, 100) for  instead of  for the ease of sampling,  is known as the precision 
parameter. Then, the resulting estimates of posterior means and standard errors of coefficients 
can be used to approximate population means and standard deviations of prior distributions for 
the second regression, namely: 
2/1 σ 2σ 2/1 σ
 
iiiiiiiii LEVEPAratioINSPROPSDSUBOMBR εββββββββ ++++++++= 76543210 .   
(1.23) 
 
Where  is the one year market-adjusted buy-hold return of the IPO stocks, 
computed by Eq(1.18) with T  being 12. We construct two Markov chains for the ease of 
checking convergence. We run 10000 iterations of simulation, whereas discard the first 5000 
iOMBR
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iterations. The inference is based on the last 5000 iterations of both chains, therefore, total 10000 
samples are retained for calculating the posterior statistics. The simulation quickly reaches 
convergence which is indicated by the overlapping of two chain traces which are plotted in the 
Appendix A. The convergence can also be verified by relative magnitude of the “MC error” and 
“sd” (standard deviation). The rule of thumb is that the “MC error” should be less than 5% of 
“sd”, our estimates all satisfy this criterion. The MCMC results for two regressions are shown in 
Tables below. 
               Table 1.8: The MCMC results for half year return regression (1.22) 
Variables Mean Sd t-statistics MC error 
0β  -0.8028 0.3681 -2.1809 0.00360 
SUB  0.2916 0.0322 9.0559 0.00032 
PSD  0.0736 0.0198 3.7172 0.00021 
PRO  -0.2167 0.0253 -8.5652 0.00028 
INS  0.2531 0.0271 9.3395 0.00032 
Aratio  0.4935 0.3694 1.3360 0.00373 
EP.  0.0039 0.0033 1.1818 0.00003 
LEV  -0.1233 0.5118 -0.2409 0.00473 
σ  2.037 0.0632 32.2310 0.00066 
 
              Table 1.9: The MCMC results for one year return regression (1.23) 
Variables Mean Sd t-statistics MC error 
0β  -0.6179 0.2434 -2.5386 0.00221 
SUB  0.2523 0.0292 8.6404 0.00029 
PSD  0.0588 0.0185 3.1784 0.00017 
PRO  -0.2103 0.0242 -8.6901 0.00025 
INS  0.2078 0.0254 8.1811 0.00026 
Aratio  0.420 0.3327 1.2624 0.00319 
EP.  0.0031 0.0030 1.0333 0.00003 
LEV  -0.0181 0.3415 -0.0530 0.00322 
σ  2.040 0.0631 32.3296 0.00065 
     
Comparing the means and standard errors (Sd) in Table 1.8 and Table 1.9, it is obvious 
that the information gathered from the half year return regression has significant effects on the 
one year return regression results, as most of estimated standard errors are substantially reduced. 
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This is consistent with the principles of Bayesian inference, showing the power of Bayesian 
analysis in the long run return investigation.  
From estimates of 1β  through 6β , we can make qualitatively same inferences as those of 
underpricing regression, as the estimates have the same signs as those of underpricing regression 
results listed in Table 1.7. That is, the factors affecting IPO underpricing have the similar 
predictive power for one year buy-hold returns after the IPO gets listed. Firstly, hot issue 
indicated by high subscription rate ( ) also enjoys high long run return. Secondly, risky issue 
shown by high aftermarket price volatility ( ) also yields high one year return, again 
confirming financial assumption of “high risk, high return”. Thirdly, small-sized IPOs(low ) 
tend to have worse performance than large issues, which is consistent with the fact that 
performances of small listed firms on China’s market are unstable and exhibit frequent large 
fluctuations. Fourthly, more IPO shares allocated to institutional investors also have positive 
contribution to one year buy-hold returns. Interestingly, as is proxy for price manipulation, 






5β  and 6β are no longer significant. This could be because as the time passes, the 
information asymmetry represented by the variable “Aratio” is reduced due to the gradually 
revealing information. As “Aratio” represents the unique ownership structure on China’s stock 
market, this estimated result implies that long run (one year) returns of IPO stocks are not much 
correlated with large equity retention by government. The conclusion is not similar to those of 
other papers on China’s market which claim either positive or negative relation between long run 
performance of listed stocks and higher equity retention by government. Similarly, high offering 
P/E ratio could indicate the high quality of the IPO issuer, but as the time goes forward, 
investors’ illusion about the issuer’s quality would be abated by the revealed information. Finally, 
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the insignificance of estimated 7β  shows that long run (one year) investors of IPO stocks are 
also not much concerned with the company’s leverage level. This could further indicate the high 
speculation on China’s stock market. 
Unlike the initial return regression, the one year return regression obtains one significant 
intercept. The negative intercept has interesting interpretations. If all the explanatory variables 
take on the value of zero, the one year buy-hold return will be as low as -61.79%, which implies 
that the one year buy-hold returns of IPO stocks on China’s market tend to be substantially 
negative.  
 
Section 1.5: Summary remark for Chapter 1 
Due to the unique features of transitional economy and unsound regulatory system, 
China’s stock market behaves quite differently from the mature as well as other developing 
markets. This chapter set to investigate the extreme behaviors of IPO initial returns and long run 
buy-hold returns on China’s stock market. Based on the close and direct observations of China’s 
market, this chapter proposes several hypotheses about China’s IPOs from such perspectives as 
signaling practice, winner’s curse, price manipulation, hot market and hot issue effects. From the 
empirical results, the proposed hypotheses are supported by our data sample which covers the 
relatively stable phase of China’s stock market. In particular, price manipulation and information 
asymmetry induced by high equity retention of government are quite pronounced on China’s 
market, this fact is not soothing to the securities authorities.  
Bayesian analysis has some logical advantages over traditional frequentist approach for 
drawing inferences from long horizon studies. Therefore, to improve the inference power of the 
regression model, this chapter employs the Bayesian approach which is not commonly used for 
this purpose to conduct estimation for the regression involving one year buy-hold returns of IPO 
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stocks. The estimated results using MCMC algorithm for the one year buy-hold return regression 
are as expected, the quantitative results also support the set of hypotheses for the one year buy-
hold returns of IPO stocks on China’s market, but the contributions of  and  are not 
significant. The state-controlled ownership structure appears not to have contribution to long run 
returns of China’s IPO stocks; also, leverage rate prior to listing of IPO stocks is not shown to 
have influence on the one year buy-hold returns. Overall, our results about China’s IPOs offer 
certain support to the claim of Ritter and Welch (2002) that IPO allocation process could be one 
of most promising sources generating IPO puzzle. In terms of future research, the more detailed 
data and information about the IPO allocation scheme, like trading strategy of institutional 
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Section 2.1: Introduction for Chapter 2 
Globalization has been gaining momentum and seems irreversible in recent years despite 
sporadic objection voices. This phenomenon is a direct result of the increasing interactions of 
world economies, both developing and developed ones. Stock market is one of the forefronts in 
this unprecedented pageant process in world’s history. A large number of studies have examined 
integration among the world’s stock markets. In an era of increasing globalization where there 
are substantial capital flows across countries, integration among world stock markets has 
important practical relevance for investors, as greater financial integration implies reduced 
opportunities for international portfolio diversification. Integration among world equity markets 
is also an important issue for financial policy makers since co-movements between markets can 
result in contagious effects where investors incorporate price changes in other markets into their 
trading decisions in an effort to form a complete information set, meaning that shocks and errors 
in one market may be transmitted to other markets. Such contagious effects have been 
exacerbated by major events which have affected world stock indices in recent decades such as 
the 1987 stock market crash and Asian financial crisis (1997-98). Correspondingly, individual 
countries’ monetary and fiscal schemes are being designed to tackle possible external infections. 
This chapter focuses on examining relations among China’s stock market and world 
markets represented by US and Hong Kong markets. We attempt to detect the relations between 
China and these two particular markets, because, on the one hand, US market is the leading and 
most influential market in the world and US is the largest trade partner of and biggest foreign 
direct investment source in China. On the other hand, Hong Kong is the most intimate market to 
China due to economic, political as well as geographical factors. Hence, these two markets are 
assumed to have stronger relations with China than other markets in the world. Conclusions from 
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the interactions of China’s stock market with these two markets may depict the main topology of 
China’s market in the world, and show the hierarchical importance of the world’s superpower 
and the close neighbor in the evolution of China’s stock market. Inferences could be valuable to 
international portfolios covering these markets.  
An important determinant of interdependence among stock markets across countries is 
economic integration in the form of trade and investment flows. The dividend discount model 
suggests that the current share price equals the present value of future cash flows, which depends 
on the earnings growth of a company. Earnings growth depends on the macroeconomic 
conditions of the domestic market as well as the macroeconomic conditions in countries with 
which a country trades and sources its investment flows. Interdependence in stock markets may 
also reflect geographical proximity between markets with economically close ties which are, 
such as China and Hong Kong, expected to exhibit high levels of market linkages because of the 
presence of similar investor groups and cross-listed companies. The motivation of the chapter in 
focusing on China’s stock market linkages with Hong Kong and the United States is to examine 
the importance of geographical distance in explaining movements between markets. As the title 
of the chapter suggests, through examining the bilateral relationships between the China’s stock 
market and the stock markets of Hong Kong and the United States, we investigate the relative 
importance of being the world’s economic superpower versus being a close neighbor in 
influencing the China’s stock market.  
A methodological contribution of the study is that this chapter extends vector error 
correction model (VECM) to fractionally integrated VECM (FIVECM) to examine co-
movements of the China’s market with the other markets. Using FIVECM has the advantage that 
it can not only reveal the existence of a long-run equilibrium relationship and short-run dynamics 
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among cointegrated variables, but can also account for possible long memory in the cointegration 
residual series which may otherwise bias the estimation and inference. Furthermore, conditional 
heteroskedasticity is often observed in market return series due to ever-changing underlying 
economic conditions over time. Thus, we augment the FIVECM with a GARCH-type model to 
capture the second moment autocorrelations in the return series. In particular, we employ the 
BEKK (1,1) model proposed by Engle and Kroner (1995) to model the evolution of conditional 
variances. Since there are no restrictions40 imposed on the coefficient matrices of conditional 
mean and conditional variance equations, lead-lag relations in the return series and the possible 
volatility spillover effects are simultaneously revealed in this model. Finally, to reveal the 
dynamic mechanism by which one market responds to the innovations to all the markets 
involved in this chapter, we also examine the evolution of impulse response functions within the 
framework of trivariate VAR model.   
The empirical results clearly show that China’s stock market is fractionally cointegrated 
with both US market and Hong Kong market. While we cannot find volatility spillover between 
China and US markets, we indeed discover information transmissions from China to Hong Kong 
market. Overall speaking, our empirical evidence appears that China’s stock market has a closer 
relation with Hong Kong market than with US market. This finding could reflect the fact that 
China’s stock market and financial market as a whole are still under-liberalized and regulated, 
which renders it operating relatively independent of world’s leading market. However, the close 
nexus between China’s and Hong Kong markets is attributable to high dependence of HK 
economy on mainland, China. We further divide the sample into two sub-samples marked by 
East Asian Financial Crisis in 1998, in order to study the possible structural break caused by the 
                                                 
40 Except mild restrictions imposed on the elements of coefficients matrices in order to ensure identification of 
BEKK(1,1) model, Propositions 2.1-2.3 of Engle and Kroner (1995) give details. 
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crisis. However, the estimation results do not show much difference for two sub-samples before 
and after the crisis. Therefore, we stick to one sample investigation.  
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.2 reviews the major 
literature and states motivations for this chapter. Section 2.3 describes the data and methodology 
employed in this chapter. Section 2.4 presents the empirical results and implications. Summary 
remark about Chapter 2 is made in Section 2.5. 
 
Section 2.2: Literature review and motivations 
The basic tenant of portfolio theory is that international investors should diversify assets 
across countries provided that returns to stocks across countries are less than perfectly correlated. 
A requirement for investors to diversify risk and enhance return opportunities through 
international diversification is that stock markets exhibit independent price behavior. To put it in 
different terms, if stock markets are not independent, but are integrated, assets associated with a 
similar level of risk and/or liquidity will generate similar returns regardless of location of the 
country in which the investment is made.   
Whether stock markets are cointegrated carries important implications for portfolio 
diversification. Cointegrated markets imply that there is a common force, such as arbitrage 
activity, which brings the stock markets together in the long run, meaning that testing for 
cointegration is a test of the level of arbitrage activity in the long-run.  In theory, if stock markets 
are not cointegrated, this implies that arbitrage activity to bring the markets together in the long-
run is zero. If this is the case, it implies that investors can potentially obtain long-run gains 
through international portfolio diversification (see Masih and Masih, 1997, 1999). On the other 
hand, if stock markets are cointegrated this means that the potential for making supra-normal 
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profits through international diversification in the cointegrated markets is limited in the long run. 
This is because supra-normal profits will be arbitraged away in the long-run and, in the absence 
of barriers or potential barriers generating country risk and exchange rate premiums, one would 
expect similar yields for financial assets of similar risk and liquidity irrespective of nationality or 
location (von Furstenberg and Jeon, 1989). 
Masih and Masih (1999, p. 273) note that there are two qualifications to the statement 
that cointegration implies limited opportunities for portfolio diversification. First, finding that 
stock markets are cointegrated does not preclude the possibility of investors making arbitrage 
profits through international portfolio diversification in the short term. Second, because of the 
existence of varying degrees of financial risk of different securities and because various security 
cash flows covary less than perfectly across countries, while the diversification benefits in 
cointegrated markets may be very limited in the long run, they are unlikely to be completely 
eliminated in practice. If two markets are cointegrated, the predictability of each stock market 
can be enhanced through using information contained in the other stock market. Granger (1986) 
suggests that cointegration between two prices reflects an inefficient market on the basis that if 
two prices share a common trend in the long run, this implies predictability of each price’s 
movement, which indicates that one market may be caused by another. The more accepted view, 
however, is that cointegration does not necessarily imply anything about efficiency (see For 
instance Dwyer and Wallace, 1992). For example, Masih and Masih (2002) suggest that a market 
is inefficient only if by using the predictability, investors can earn risk-adjusted excess returns, 
but predictability does not necessarily say anything about risk-adjusted excess rates of return. 
The seminal studies of market interdependence and portfolio diversification were Grubel 
(1968), Levy and Sarnat (1970), and Ripley (1973), Lessard (1974), Panto et al (1976) and 
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Hilliard (1979) were other early studies.  Most of these studies used correlation analysis to 
examine short-run linkages between markets. However since the beginning of the 1990s, several 
studies, of which Kasa (1992) is one of the earliest, have used cointegration methods to examine 
whether there are long-run benefits from international equity diversification. These studies have 
investigated integration between developed markets, integration between emerging markets as 
well as integration between one or more developed markets and several emerging markets. 
Several studies have verified co-movement between the United States and other markets 
in the world; for example, Eun and Shim (1989), using VAR analysis, find evidence of co-
movements between the United States stock market and other world equity markets. Cheung and 
Ng (1992) investigate the dynamics of stock market returns of US, Japan and Asia-Pacific stock 
markets and find that the United States market was a dominant global force from 1977 through 
1988. However, not all research supports cointegration among international stock markets. Koop 
(1994) using Bayesian methods concluded that there are no common stochastic trends in stock 
prices across selected countries. Due to the significance of October 1987 crash of US market, 
Lee and Kim (1994) examine it and find that national stock markets became more integrated 
after the crash. Similarly, using a VAR and impulse response function analysis, Von and Jeon 
(1989) show a stronger co-movement among international stock indices after the 1987 crash. 
There is a large literature on integration between Asia-Pacific markets or integration 
between major world equity markets and Asia-Pacific markets. Ng (2002) and Daly (2003) 
examine market linkages between Southeast Asian stock markets. There are also several studies 
which consider whether the Japanese and/or United States market is cointegrated with Asia-
Pacific markets (see for instance Cheung and Mak 1992, Chung and Liu, 1994, Ghosh et al 1998, 
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Janakiramanan and Lamba, 1998, Pan et al 1999, Sheng and Tu, 2000, Fernandez and Sosvilla, 
2001, Johnson and Soenen, 2002). 
Most recent studies which have tested for long-run relationships between markets have 
typically used method of cointegration pioneered by Engle and Granger (1987) and Johansen 
(1988). Fernandez and Sosvilla (2001, 2003) examine stock market integration between the 
Japanese market and Asia Pacific markets, and United States market and Latin American 
markets respectively using the Johansen (1988) and Gregory and Hansen (1996) approaches to 
cointegration and find more evidence of cointegration allowing for a structural shift in the 
cointegration vector. Siklos and Ng (2001) consider whether stock markets in the Asia-Pacific 
region are integrated with each other and with the United States and Japan using the Gregory and 
Hansen (1996) approach to testing for cointegration and find that the 1987 stock market crash 
and 1991 Gulf War were turning points in the degree of integration.  
Since China’s market has a short history, the interactions and relations between China’s 
market and other world markets are not extensively investigated. One exception is Huang et al 
(2000) who examine whether there is a long-run relationship between the stock markets of the 
United States, Japan and the South China Growth Triangle using the Gregory and Hansen (1996) 
method and find that the only markets among these which are cointegrated are Shanghai and 
Shenzhen. However, China’s stock market, initiated in early 1990s, has made a leaping progress 
during its only fifteen years’ presence, the total capitalization reaches US$464.29 billion, 1378 
companies are listed and more than 72 million investors are registered across country (as of date 
Feb. 2005). Currently, China is widely considered as the most promising developing market. 
China’s rising stock market echoes closely with its fast-growing economy and its increasing 
interaction with world in terms of trade. China’s GDP has more than tripled from 1993 to 2003, 
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the total amount of foreign trade (imports plus exports) of China jump from US$115 billion in 
1991 to US$1100 billion in 2004. China’s appalling economic achievements during last two 
decades are largely attributed to open and market-oriented economic policies implemented from 
early 1980s. As China’s economy is increasingly integrated with world’s economy, China also 
steps up reforms and liberalizations in its financial market. Especially prior to and after joining 
WTO, China accelerates the deregulation in financial market, a great deal of restrictions imposed 
on financial markets have been lifted up. Within 3-5 years, China’s financial market will be 
completely open to foreign investors. International investment funds are also preparing to the full 
to grasp the lucrative opportunities offered by China’s market. Therefore it is worthwhile at this 
critical point to assess the integration of China’s stock market with world’s market proxied by 
US and Hong Kong markets in the chapter. The resulting inferences could yield some valuable 
insights to investors as well as policy makers. 
When a set of variables are cointegrated, the well known Granger representation theorem 
yields vector error correction model (hereafter VECM) as the proper model to incorporate both 
cointegration relation and short run dynamics among cointegrated variables. Most of 
cointegration studies listed above employs VECM to reveal the relations between underlying 
variables. The key aspect of VECM is that cointegration residual or error which is supposed to 
be I(0) process exerts correction effect to the long run dynamics of underlying series. 
Specifically, when cointegrated variables deviate from the long run relation, the immediately 
past period cointegration error acts as a force to pull the drifting variable back toward the 
equilibrium. This adjustment mechanism is based on the key assumption that the cointegration 
error is stationary I(0) process. However, the cointegration error between economic and financial 
series has been found to exhibit long memory feature which is consistent with neither stationary 
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I(0) nor nonstationary I(1) processes. This special stochastic process is termed I(d) process with 
d being fractional real number, see like Baillie(1996). When the cointegration error follows I(d) 
process which is found to be case for this study, long history of lagged cointegration errors also 
have correction effect to the dynamics of cointegrated variables. Therefore, this chapter extends 
VECM to fractionally integrated VECM (FIVECM) to account for the long memory in 
cointegration error series which may otherwise bias relevant inferences. FIVECM has been 
applied to optimizing dynamic hedging ratios in derivatives market, like Lien and Tse (1999), 
while it has rare appearance in studies on cointegration of equity markets. More elaborations 
about the approach will be narrated below in the methodology section. 
 
Section 2.3: Data and Methodology 
2.3.1. Data description 
The study employs weekly data for the period from Jan 1991 through Dec 2004, giving 
731 observations. The stock price indices are the Shanghai All Shares Index( ) for ChinatSHH
41, 
Hang Seng Index( ) for Hong Kong and S&P 500( ) for United States. All data are 
downloaded from Datastream. To avoid the so called ‘day-of-the-week effect’ which suggests 
that the stock market is more volatile on Mondays and Fridays, we use the Wednesday close 
indices. The sample covers the whole history of Chinese stock market up to the commencement 




                                                 
41 The two stock exchanges in China issue respective indices. Shanghai All Shares index is more commonly quoted 
as representing China’s stock market, because more large (especially state-owned) companies are listed in Shanghai 
stock exchange; the market capitalization of SZSE is about half that of SHSE, daily trading volumes also have 
approximately same relative magnitudes.    
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Figure 2.1: Stock indices of China, USA and Hong Kong 





















The normalized indices (starting value for each index is set as 100) are shown in Figure 
2.1. Figure 2.1 suggests that the Shanghai All Shares index is more volatile than the other two 
indices. This is also confirmed by summary statistics of the data which are shown in Table 2.1. 
The standard deviation for the Shanghai All Shares index is 0.6665 which is higher than those of 
S&P 500 and Hang Seng indices, showing the higher variability in the China’s stock market. The 
most striking feature of the S&P 500 index is its continuous growth from early 1991 through 
early 2000 when it reached a peak and then fell following the collapse of the IT bubble and 
subsequent terrorist attack in September 2001. Compared with S&P 500, Shanghai and Hang 
Seng indices exhibit more large short-lived up-downs within study period.  









Min: 4.6688 5.7414 8.0010 
Mean: 6.8819 6.6489 9.1768 
Max: 7.7153 7.3189 9.8035 
Std Dev.: 0.6665 0.4555 0.3864 
LCL Mean: 6.8335 6.6158 9.1487 
UCL Mean: 6.9303 6.6820 9.2049 
Skewness: -1.542 -0.2638 -1.0260 
Kurtosis: 2.1898 -1.4526 0.5803 
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      Notes:  is the log of the Shanghai All Shares index,  the log of the weekly Hang Seng index and 
 is the log of the S&P 500 index. The ‘LCL Mean’ is the 95 per cent Lower Confidence Limit for 
the mean and ‘UCL Mean’ is the corresponding Upper Confidence Limit for the mean. The kurtosis 





2.3.2.1: The Setting of FIVECM Augmented by MGARCH 
To examine the existence of a cointegration relationship between stock price indices, we 
employ a Granger two step procedure. In the first step, we fit the following dynamic ordinary 
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Here  are pairs of stock indices involving ,  and . Regression (2.1) is 
preferred to ordinary least squares, because the estimate here is shown by Stock and Watson 
(1993) to be super-consistent
tt yy 21 , tSHH tHS tSP
βˆ
42 as well as asymptotically efficient. The estimated cointegration 
residual ( ) can then be constructed as follows: tzˆ
ttt yyz 21 ˆˆ β−=                                                 (2.2) 
The usual definition of cointegration says that some linear combination of a set of I(1) 
variables turns out to be stationary I(0) process 43 . Thus, testing stationarity of the linear 
combination of I(1) variables or cointegration residuals is major statistical approach employed in 
Engle and Granger two step procedure to establish cointegration relations. However, as first 
noted in early 1980’s, the characteristics of auto-dependence in cointegration residuals are found 
to comply with neither I(1) nor I(0) process, as traditional unit root tests yield ambiguous 
                                                 
42 This means that the estimate converges to true value βˆ β at faster rate than usual OLS estimate. 
43 This is actually one particular cointegration called C(1,1) as termed in Granger(1986).  The general concept of 
cointegration is that if I (d) random vector  has some linear combination ty tyα′  which is I(b) process, db ≤<0 , 
then component series of  are said to be cointegrated, denoted as C(d,b).  ty
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conclusions regarding the stationarity of the residuals. This vagueness stemming from statistical 
tests has spurred some researches to question and improve the power of stationarity and 
nonstationarity tests. At the same time, as Baillie(1996) states, the dichotomy between I(1) and 
I(0) may be too restrictive, researchers also turn attention to the halfway between I(1) and I(0) 
process, that is I(d) process with d being fractional real number which leads to the name of 
fractionally integrated process. In econometrics, the focus is on the I(d), -0.5<d<0.5, which is 
stationary and invertible and has the following representation: 
tt
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Where  is Gamma function(.)Γ 44;  is a covariance stationary process with zero mean. When 
d<0.5, the process is weakly stationary and has long memory in the sense that its auto-
dependence is more persistent than that of stationary process. Whereas, as -0.5<d, the process is 
invertible; its autocorrelation is negative and decays slowly to zero, it presents intermediate 
memory as termed in Baillie (1996). Specifically, for -0.5<d<0.5, at large lags, the 
autocorrelation function of the process is shown to be: 
ta
12* −≈ dk kcρ                                                                                                                         (2.4) 
Therefore, the autocorrelation of fractionally integrated process decays at hyperbolic rate which 
is lower than exponential rate as in the case of stationary process. When the cointegration 
residual  is fractionally integrated, the underlying series are said to be fractionally cointegrated.  tzˆ
Interestingly, the long memory process was first investigated in the area of hydrology by 
Hurst (1951), who also proposed a statistic of rescaled range (R/S) to test for long memory in 
                                                 




time series. From then on, a few methods have been proposed to estimate the fractional 
difference parameter d based on either time domain or frequency domain, and the research in this 
line is still going on, one of latest works is Shimotsu and Phillips (2005). This chapter employs 
fractionally integrated ARMA (ARFIMA) model to estimate d with approximate MLE45  as 
ARFIMA model is more flexible to capture both long memory and short run dynamics in time 
series.  
Therefore in the second step, we apply R/S test to the  series to test for possible long 
memory. If the cointegration residual follows a long memory I(d)(-0.5<d<0.5)
tzˆ
46 process, 
are fractionally cointegrated and we proceed to fit an autoregressive fractionally integrated 
moving average (ARFIMA) model to each residual series to estimate the fractional difference 
parameter d:   
tt yy 21 ,  
( ) ( ) ttd aBzBB Ψ=−Φ ˆ)1(                    (2.5) 
Here, Ψ(B) and Φ(B) represent MA and AR polynomials, B is a backward shift operator and 
is an i.i.d. noise series, which will be interpreted as the equilibrium error in the vector error 
correction model below. Once a long-run relationship among the variables is established, Engle 
and Granger (1987) show that a Vector Error Correction Model (VECM) is an appropriate 
method to model the long-run as well as short-run dynamics among the cointegrated variables. 
We expand the VECM to FIVECM by accounting for fractional integration in the  series 
which presents persistent impact on the cointegration relations of underlying series. Following 
Granger (1986), the bivariate FIVECM can be depicted in the following form: 
}{ ta
tzˆ
                                                 
45 The Approximate MLE is based on the procedure of Haslett & Raftery (1989) which essentially approximates 
infinite autoregressive coefficients in ARFIMA model by asymptotic values; the log-likelihood function for 
estimation is actually concentrated one.  
46 While I(d) for -0.5<d is sometime said to have short memory, it autocorrelation function also decays at a slower 
rate than stationary process.  
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 Here is the differenced series vector or return vector of( ′ΔΔ=Δ ttt yyy 2,1 ) ),( ′ΔΔ tt SPSHH  or 
.  is estimated by Equation (2.2) with estimate of from regression (2.1) 
fitted to respective pair of stock index vector series, the fractional difference order d here is 
actually taken by its estimate from (2.5)
),( ′ΔΔ tt HSSHH tzˆ βˆ
47. By modeling cointegration in this way, we employ the 
VAR(m) structure for the VECM model, in particular m=1 in this study and ( )′= ttt 21 ,εεε  is the 
error vector. Doing so, the coefficients ( )′= 21,ααα  capture the reaction of the series when they 
deviate from the long-run equilibrium, while the magnitudes of the si 'α represent the speed of 
the adjustment. The lagged terms in Equation (2.6) account for the autoregressive structure of the 
 series and at same time reflect the return transmissions between different stock markets. tyΔ
As long memory process exhibits slower decay of autocorrelation than covariance 
stationary process, accounting for it is crucial to delineate accurately the dynamics of underlying 
series, especially in the case of making forecasting. In the context of cointegration, as 
fractionally integrated series  has infinite autoregressive representation (2.3), FIVECM model 
(2.6) shows that dynamics of 
tzˆ
( )′ΔΔ=Δ ttt yyy 2,1  are affected by all past values of , not just 
 as in VECM model
1,ˆ ≥− iz it
1ˆ −tz
48 . This structure implies that, in principle, the cointegration errors 
between two bound series have long run contribution to the adjustment of series towards 
                                                 
47 To compute the whole error correction term in (2.6) in estimation discussed below, we approximate it by the 
infinite order autoregressive representation which is truncated at 100 lags.  
48 Actually, by expanding the fractional differencing term in Eq. (2.6), the resulting error correction term consists of 
all lagged values of , thanks to the infinite autoregression representation of fractional differencing filter of Eq.(2.3) tzˆ
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equilibrium, although the impact of distantly past errors may be negligible in terms of magnitude. 
Comparing with one time adjustment shown by VECM model, this gradual adjustment 
mechanism in FIVECM to long run cointegration relations seems to be more realistic, especially 
in modeling high frequency data like daily or weekly data. The gradual adjustment could 
manifest the virtue of VECM model in capturing long run as well as short run interactions among 
involved series. Therefore, when the cointegration error series possesses long memory feature, 
conventional VECM is mis-specified, as it only allows  to exert correction function in the 
system. 
1ˆ −tz
Because it is often observed that the conditional volatilities of financial return series 
exhibit time varying characteristics, we employ a multivariate GARCH (MGARCH) model to 
capture the heteroskedasticity in the second moment of return series. In other words, we model 
the conditional mean and conditional variance of the return series simultaneously. To do so, let 









σσε tε  conditioning on past 
information. The most flexible MGARCH model is the BEKK model proposed by Engle and 
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Here  is a lower triangular matrix,  and  are unrestricted coefficient matrices and 
 is symmetric and positive semi-definite. Usually allowing p=1 and q=1 suffices for modeling 
volatility in financial time series. With this formulation, the dynamics of  are fully displayed 
in the sense that the dynamics of the conditional variance as well as the conditional covariance 
0A sAi ' sB j '
tH
tH
                                                 
49 The complete form of BEKK in Engle and Kroner (1995) accommodates more generality, details are given in the 
original paper; the model (2.7) here is essentially BEKK(1,p,q) in their paper.  
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are modeled directly, thereby allowing for volatility spillovers across series to be observed. The 
volatility spillover effect is indicated by the off-diagonal entries of coefficient matrices A1 and BB1. 
This can be clearly seen from the expansion of BEKK(1,1) into individual dynamic equations: 
( ) [ ] ( ) ( )[ ]
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The above equation system is more complicated than a univariate GARCH model 
because of interactions among the two conditional variances and residuals. In the case of student-
t distribution which is assumed for the error vector of (2.6) in this chapter, the log likelihood of 
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Where θ  denotes the parameter vector (in both mean and variance equations) to be estimated; 
is the error vector from (2.6); ( ′= ttt 21 ,εεε ) ( )tttH ε1cov −≡  is the conditional variance-
covariance matrix of error vector; T  is sample size; (.)Γ  is Gamma function; v  is the degree of 
freedom of the bivariate student-t distribution which will be estimated along with other 
parameters. The parameters in conditional mean and variance equations enter the likelihood 
function through tε  and  respectively. Since the conditional variance matrix can be 
recursively evaluated according to Eq.(2.7) or (2.8), the log likelihood function Eq. (2.9) can be 
calculated without extreme complexity. The log likelihood function is then maximized to obtain 
the estimates of parameters, conditioning on the starting value of conditional variance; the 
popular optimization algorithm BHHH is employed in maximizing likelihood. By estimating 
tH tH
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jointly the FIVECM-BEKK model the coefficient estimates are more efficient and the 
relationships among the return series are delineated more accurately, see Bauwens et al (2006). 
The time-varying correlation coefficient between two return series can be obtained from 
the conditional variances and covariances after the model is estimated. The stationarity condition 
for the volatility series in a BEKK (1,1) model is that the eigenvalues of matrix 
 are all less than unity in modulus, where 1111 BBAA ⊗+⊗ ⊗  stands for Kronecker product of 
matrices50.  
 
2.3.2.2: Dynamic Analysis with Impulse Response Function (IRF) 
The above model of FIVECM augmented by BEKK could reveal comprehensive bilateral 
relations between pairs of stock markets, namely China and US markets as well as China and 
Hong Kong markets.  Specifically, the FIVECM models fitted to pairs of market return series 
could show how the information is transmitted across markets, namely the interactions among 
the first and second moments of the corresponding return series. In particular, the way of 
adjustment of each return series to the long-run cointegration relations is also displayed by the 
magnitude of adjustment speed coefficients in the FIVECM. However, the relations revealed by 
the aforementioned model still remain static in the sense that the coefficients, once estimated, 
stay fixed and do not vary across time. Further, the number of lags set in the model also 
precludes the possibility of time-variability of coefficients. To expose the dynamic mechanism of 
how information originating in one market affects other markets in the long time span, we resort 
to the impulse response function analysis which is usually employed in time series literature for 
this purpose.   
                                                 
50 For detailed covariance stationarity conditions for general BEKK model, see Proposition 2.7 of Engle and Kroner 
(1995).  
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Specifically, according to Wold representation formula, an m-lag autoregressive 
(VAR(m)) model has the form:  
1 1 ...t t m t my c y y tε− −Δ = +Π Δ + +Π Δ +                                                            (2.10) 
Where tyΔ  denotes the vector of triple return series in this chapter, namely( , ,t t tSP HS SHH )′Δ Δ Δ  
as defined above51; and are coefficient matrices, iΠ tε  is the (3 1)×  error vector with zero mean 
and variance-covariance matrix ∑  which is time invariant. The VAR(m) model possesses the 
Wold representation or infinite order moving average form:  
1 1 2 2 ...t t t ty μ ε ε ε− −Δ = + +Ψ +Ψ +                                                               (2.11) 
Where moving average coefficient matrices iΨ  are obtained recursively with the formula: 









Ψ = Ψ Π∑ j
The impulse response analysis focuses on measuring the magnitude and evolution of the 
response of each dependent variable to the shocks to variables involved in the model. However 
the original Wold representation (2.11) is not amenable to calculating the response, as the error 
terms in tε  are correlated with each other. To correctly compute the impulse response function, 
we have to transform the Wold representation in the following manner: 
0 1 1 2 2 ...t t t ty μ ϖ ζ ϖ ζ ϖ ζ− −Δ = + + + +                                                            (2.13) 
                                                 
51 We carry out impulse response analysis using trivariate VAR(m) model, in order to capture the interactions among 
the all three markets examined and compare results with those bivariate FIVECM model set above. In addition, as 
the return series are tested to be stationary I(0) process, we construct the VAR(m) model for return series only. 
Further, to compare the dynamic analysis with that of FIVECM, we do not include error correction term in the VAR 
model, leaving the VAR(m) established on its own right.   
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With 1t A tζ ε−=  which is the transformed error vector and 0 , j jA Aϖ ϖ ψ= = ; particularly, 
0ϖ is a lower triangular matrix52. In addition, ADA′∑ =  which is the Cholesky decomposition 
of variance and covariance matrix of error vector tε , and A is lower triangular. With this 
transformation, the error terms in tζ  are orthogonal to each other, then the entries of coefficient 
matrices jϖ  are interpreted as the impulse responses of , , 1,2,p ty p 3Δ =  to orthogonal shocks 
, , 1,2,q t q 3ζ =  which are of the form: 
, ,,
, ,
, , 1,2,3; 0p t j p tp qj
q t q t j
y y
p q jϖ ζ ζ
+
−
∂Δ ∂Δ= = =∂ ∂ ≥
                                                
                                                          (2.14) 
In particular, the evolution of  which could be plotted against index j, is able to clearly 
show how one of variables (referring to markets in our context) responds to shocks originating in 




Section 2.4: Empirical Results 
2.4.1 Cointegration setup  
Before modeling cointegration, it is necessary to examine the non-stationarity properties 
of the stock price indices. To test for non-stationarity we applied the Augmented Dickey Fuller 
(ADF) and Phillips-Perron (PP)  unit root tests to the logarithmic values of ,  and . 
The results are presented in Table 2.2. All the indices are found to be integrated of order one 
using both tests
tSHH tHS tSP
53. This finding is consistent with the results of previous studies which have 
 
52 The peculiar structure of 0ϖ matrix actually imposes a causal ordering restriction between the variables involved 
in the model. That is, contemporaneous effect among variables occurs in the ordering , not in 
the converse direction. 
1 2t ty y yΔ → Δ → Δ 3t
53 We then test the null hypothesis H0 : I(2) versus the alternative hypothesis that H1 : I(1) but the results reject I(2) 
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applied unit root tests to examine the random walk properties of stock price indices in developed 
markets (Eg.Narayan & Smyth(2005a, b)). 
     Table 2.2: Unit root tests for index series in Chapter 2 
ADF PP                 Test 
Index t-statistic p-value t-statistic p-value 
tSHH  -2.6150 0.2739 -2.8206 0.1899 
tSP  2.1153 0.9922 2.2809 0.9950 
tHS  -2.32 0.1661 -2.518 0.1118 
      Notes: The ADF tests applied on and are with constant, trend and lag length 1; the ADF test on 
 is with constant and lag length is 1. The lag length selection for ADF tests is done by data 
dependent procedure of Ng and Perron (1995). The corresponding PP tests have the same structure 
without lag terms, using Bartlett window with bandwidth 6. The null hypothesis in both tests is that 




Next, we test for long-run relationships between pairs of stock price indices ),( ′tt SPSHH  
and  by fitting the DOLS model in Equation (2.1) with lag length p=2. The estimated 
model coefficients are presented in Table 2.3. The results suggest that all the estimated for the 
two regression models are highly significant.  
),( ′tt HSSHH
βˆ
     Table2. 3: DOLS model estimates, dependent variable is “ ” tSHH
tSP  tHS                Ind.var Coef. 
estimate p-value estimate p-value α  -0.7179 0.0009 -5.8225 0.0000 
2βˆ  1.1454 0.0000 1.3852 0.0000 
2ˆ−ω  -0.3773 0.5791 0.4587 0.2770 
1ˆ−ω  -0.6135 0.3692 0.4119 0.3270 
0ωˆ  -1.9313 0.0046 -1.0166 0.0153 
1ωˆ  -1.8520 0.0066 -1.0689 0.0106 
2ωˆ  -1.5128 0.0251 -0.9537 0.0231 
  
In order to confirm the existence of a long-run relationship between the series in each 
pair, we test the stationarity of the cointegration residuals. We construct the  series following 
Equation (2.2) for each pair of series using the estimated cointegration coefficient  from the 
tzˆ
βˆ
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corresponding DOLS model. These constructed cointegration residual series are denoted as  
and   respectively (where the superscript stands for the dependent variable and the subscript 
for the independent variable in DOLS regression (2.1)). To informally examine the auto-
dependence in the cointegration residual series, we graph below the sample autocorrelation 









                Figure 2.2: S ACF of cointegration residual series between China and US  





















               Figure 2.3: SACF of cointegration residual series between China and HK  





















           Notes: The two dashed lines denote the 95% confidence interval of the SACF 
 
The pattern of decay of the sample autocorrelation coefficients in both Figure 2.2 and 
Figure 2.3 resembles that of neither I(1) nor I(0) process. In particular, it decays faster than 
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autocorrelation of I(1) process and exhibits the feature of stationary process, but it 
autocorrelation has long persistence and cyclic fluctuations. This pattern is typical of long 
memory process as documented in Baillie and Bollerslev (1994) using exchange rate data. Next, 
to formally test the possible long range dependence, the R/S test for long memory is then applied 
to these two residual series. The results, which are presented in Table 2.4, confirm that all the 
two residual series are fractionally integrated processes presenting long memory property.  
     Table 2.4: Stationarity and long memory tests on cointegration residuals 
Range Over Standard Deviation (R/S) test                     Test  
Residuals          Test statistic P-value 
shh
hsz  2.8029 <0.01 
shh
spz  2.1913 <0.01 
      Notes: The residual series are constructed using Equation (2.2) in the text based on the corresponding DOLS 
model in Table 2.3. The bandwidth used in R/S test is the integral part of , N is sample 
size. The null hypothesis in R/S test is “No long-term dependence”. 
4/1)100/(4 N
 
Therefore, we proceed to fit an ARFIMA model Eq.(2.5) to each of the residual series to 
estimate fractional difference parameter in the cointegration residuals. The results are shown in 
Table 2.5, the estimates of d confirm the two cointegration residual series being fractionally 
integrated.  




spz      Estimates  
Parameters Value P-value Value P-value 
D 0.1068 0.0114 0.0872 0.0288 
AR(1) 0.9613 0.0000 0.9696 0.0000 
      Note: The series ,  are constructed with equation (2.2). The superscript stands for dependent 
variable, while the subscript denotes the independent variable. The choice of AR lags is based on an 






The resulting series from fitted ARFIMA model Eq.(2.5) are tested to be I(0) or 
stationary processes
}{ ta
54 . Therefore, the above results confirm that both of two pairs of stock 
indices, namely and),( ′tt SPSHH ),( ′tt HSSHH , are fractionally cointegrated.   
 
2.4.2 Empirical results for China’s and US markets 
Now that the cointegration relations are established, we proceed to fit a FIVECM model 
augmented by MGARCH model. Specifically, we fit a FIVECM-BEKK(1,1) model to the two 
pairs of differenced index series in logs, i.e. pair of Shanghai All Shares Index and S&P 500 and 
pair of Shanghai All Shares Index and Hang Seng Index; the differenced series are actually 
return series of the respective markets. The variable sequences in the fitting FIVECM are 
 and ),( ′ΔΔ tt SPSHH ),( ′ΔΔ tt HSSHH  in both conditional mean and conditional variance 
equations, where  is dependent variable in both models. An AR(1) structure is employed 
in FIVECM equations, and bivariate student-t distribution is assumed for error series of both 
FIVECM-BEKK (1, 1) models. The fitted model estimates for 
tSHHΔ
),( ′ΔΔ tt SPSHH  are listed in 
Table 2.6 below. 
     Table 2.6: Estimates for FIVECM-BEKK(1,1) fitted on ),( ′ΔΔ tt SPSHH  
Parameters Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|) 
C(1) 0.0006 0.0012 0.4586 0.3243 
C(2) 0.0031 0.0007 4.9432 0.0000 
AR(1; 1, 1) 0.0275 0.1495 0.6936 0.0000 
AR(1; 2, 1) -0.0149 0.0682 -1.1870 0.1178 
AR(1; 1, 2) 0.1135 0.1850 2.0384 0.0209 
AR(1; 2, 2) -0.1123 0.0864 -3.1421 0.0008 
1α  -0.9778 0.1535 -5.6322 0.0000 
                                                 
54 The applied tests are again ADF and PP tests, the results are not reported for saving space.  
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2α  -0.0213 0.0688 -0.3093 0.3786 
A(1, 1) 0.0074 0.0012 6.0161 0.0000 
A(2, 1) -0.0001 0.0013 -0.0621 0.4752 
A(2, 2) 0.0018 0.0006 2.9136 0.0018 
ARCH(1; 1, 1) 0.3520 0.0316 11.148 0.0000 
ARCH(1; 2, 1) -0.0043 0.0133 -0.3263 0.3721 
ARCH(1; 1, 2) 0.0612 0.0711 0.8601 0.1950 
ARCH(1; 2, 2) 0.2272 0.0322 7.0495 0.0000 
GARCH(1; 1, 1) 0.9227 0.0125 73.86 0.0000 
GARCH(1; 2, 1) 0.0005 0.0052 0.1034 0.4589 
GARCH(1; 1, 2) -0.0071 0.0228 -0.3107 0.3780 
GARCH(1; 2, 2) 0.9718 0.0077 125.5 0.0000 
      Notes: The estimated model is FIVECM-BEKK(1,1) (Equation system (2.6) + (2.8)); the dependent variable 
is ; the error structure is bivariate t-distribution, the estimated degrees of freedom are 6.965 
with standard error 1.026..  
tSHHΔ
 
In order to interpret the results, we first focus on the conditional mean equation. C(i), 
i=1,2 are the constant terms in the conditional mean equation, AR(i, j, k), i=1, j=1,2, k=1,2, stand 
for the AR term coefficients, and iα , i=1,2, represent the adjustment speed parameter in the 
FIVECM model Eq.(2.6). From the test statistics, C(2) being the only significant constant term 
implies that long run return of S&P 500 index, , is positive; while the long run return of 
Shanghai All Shares index,  is not different from zero. The estimates of AR coefficients 
show that only return series  presents serial dependence which is verified by significant 
AR(1;2,2); in particular, the  series shows mean-reversion as AR(1;2,2) is negative. It is 
noteworthy that the AR(1; 1,2) is significant, which means that there is return transmission 
between stock markets of China and US, in other words, US market Granger-causes China’s 
market. It is interesting that China’s market appears to follow US market in the same direction, 
as the estimate is positive. The sign of the first adjustment speed parameter estimate is correct, 





1α  implies that the 
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Shanghai stock index, , indeed adjusts back to long run equilibrium when it deviates from 
it. However, the US stock index  seems not be bound by the cointegration relation between 
two markets, or the adjustment scheme is only unilateral. 
tSHH
tSP
Second, for the conditional variance equation, A(i, j) denotes the elements of the constant 
matrix ; ARCH(1;i,j) and GARCH(1;i,j) the elements of the ARCH and GARCH coefficient 
matrices  and , respectively. It is easy to observe that all the diagonal elements of 
coefficient matrices are highly significant, while all the off-diagonal elements are not significant 
at conventional significance level. The fitted MARCH model, BEKK(1,1), acts just as the 
diagonal multivariate volatility model. This result indicates that GARCH (including ARCH) 
effects are substantial in the return vector series
0A
1A 1B
),( ′ΔΔ tt SPSHH , which is consistent with usual 
conclusions about return series. In addition, according to the non-zero values of A(1, 1) and A(2, 
2), the unconditional variances of both return series are not zero, which is confirmed by the 
Figure 2.4 of fitted conditional standard deviation of two return series which shows China’s 
stock market being much more volatile than US market.  
             Figure 2.4: Conditional Standard Deviations for tSHHΔ  and  tSPΔ
MGARCH Conditional Standard Deviation



























The estimated results indicate no volatility spillover or shock transmission between China 
and US stock markets. Although there is a long-run conintegrating relationship between two 
markets, the information on one market does not immediately influence the other. This could be 
due to the institutional distinctions, because one is the leading mature market, while the other is a 
new fledgling one born from a highly-centralized economy. Although the fundamental gaps 
render the two markets still acting on their own information, the links between the two markets 
have surely been strengthened by the two increasingly integrated economies. The elevating 
contemporaneous relation between China and US stock markets can be verified by the evolution 
of fitted conditional correlation coefficients, as shown in Figure 2.5. 
              Figure 2.5: Conditional correlation between series tSHHΔ  and  tSPΔ
China.US.conditional.correlation















             
There is no obvious long-lasting trend in the conditional correlation over time, howbeit it 
seems that the correlation between two market return series has moved upwards since early 2000, 
interrupted at the late 2002 when there was a collapse on China’s market due to its own factors. 
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Actually, the China’s government attempted to convert huge volume of non-tradable shares 
(mainly state-owned shares) to tradable shares55, which induced panic and crash in the market.  
 Finally, the eigenvalues of  (  and  are estimated ARCH and 
GARCH coefficient matrices respectively) are 0.979, 0.974, 0.974, 0.970; all are less than unity. 
Therefore, the conditional volatilities of two stock return series are stationary. The model 
adequacy diagnostics are listed in Table 2.7 below. Specifically, Ljung-Box test of white noise is 
applied to both standardized residuals and squared standardized residuals to test for possible 
remaining serial correlation in the first and second moments of residuals. The number of lags 
employed in both Ljung-Box tests is 12, thus the test statistics follow Chi-square distribution 
with 12 degree of freedom. All the tests are applied to two individual residual series separately. 
The test statistics show that the fitted model is adequate and successful in capturing the dynamics 
in the first as well as second moments of index return series. 
1111
ˆˆˆˆ BBAA ⊗+⊗ 1Aˆ 1Bˆ
      Table 2.7: Model diagnostic statistics for tSHHΔ  and tSPΔ  
Normality test 
(Jarque-Bera) 
White noise test 
(Ljung-Box) 
GARCH effect test 
(Ljung-Box) 
         Test 
 
Series statistic p-value statistic p-value statistic p-value 
tSHHΔ  1530.1 0.0000 17.4 0.1351 14.1 0.2963 
tSPΔ  79.9 0.0000 11.8 0.4619 14.3 0.2834 
      Notes: The Jarque-Bera statistic asymptotically follows Chi-squared distribution with degree of freedom 2. 
The other Normality test, Shapiro-Wilk’s test, was also employed, the conclusion is essentially same. 
These results corroborate the assumption of student-t for the error terms which is based on normality 
test of original series.  
 
 
2.4.3: Empirical results for China and Hong Kong markets 
The following Table 2.8 lists the coefficient estimates for the FIVECM-BEKK(1,1) fitted 
on the other pair of return series, i.e. ( )′ΔΔ tt HSSHH , , representing China and Hong Kong 
markets. 
                                                 
55 Non-tradable shares, which are of the form of state shares and legal entity shares alike, account for about two 
thirds of the total shares issued on China’s domestic exchanges.  
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     Table 2.8: Estimates for FIVECM-BEKK(1,1) fitted on ( )  ′ΔΔ tt HSSHH ,
Parameters Value Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|) 
C(1) 0.0027 0.0012 2.1553 0.0157 
C(2) 0.0036 0.0011 3.2284 0.0006 
AR(1; 1, 1) 0.0477 0.1276 1.1095 0.1338 
AR(1; 2, 1) -0.0331 0.1047 -1.4000 0.0810 
AR(1; 1, 2) 0.0897 0.1833 2.2117 0.0136 
AR(1; 2, 2) 0.0482 0.1458 1.2148 0.1124 
1α  -0.7216 0.1311 -4.7000 0.0000 
2α  -0.0084 0.1046 -0.0656 0.4739 
A(1, 1) 0.0093 0.0013 6.9765 0.0000 
A(2, 1) 0.0006 0.0020 0.3097 0.3784 
A(2, 2) 0.0032 0.0019 1.6052 0.0544 
ARCH(1; 1, 1) 0.4080 0.0361 11.166 0.0000 
ARCH(1; 2, 1) -0.0302 0.0175 -1.7412 0.04515 
ARCH(1; 1, 2) -0.0142 0.0535 -0.2650 0.3858 
ARCH(1; 2, 2) 0.2028 0.0325 6.4145 0.0000 
GARCH(1; 1, 1) 0.8941 0.0161 53.9055 0.0000 
GARCH(1; 2, 1) 0.0138 0.0069 2.0222 0.0217 
GARCH(1; 1, 2) -0.0004 0.0184 -0.0192 0.4293 
GARCH(1; 2, 2) 0.9748 0.0091 111.332 0.0000 
      Notes: The estimated model is FIVECM-BEKK(1,1) (Equation systems (2.6) + (2.8)); the dependent variable 
is ; the error structure is bivariate t-distribution, the estimated degrees of freedom are 7.029 
with standard error 1.142.  
tSHHΔ
 
Overall, the results in Table 2.8 show a stronger relationship between China and Hong 
Kong markets than that between China and US markets, this is unsurprising since two economies 
are closely related and interdependent on each other. Interestingly, the significance of C(1) 
suggests a positive long-run return of China’s market which was shown to be not different from 
zero from the fitted results on ),( ′ΔΔ tt SPSHH , and significant C(2) suggests a positive long-run 
return of Hang Seng index. For the AR terms, the insignificance of both AR(1; 1, 1) and AR(1; 
2,2) suggests no serial correlations in two return series. The marginal significance of AR(1;2,1) 
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suggests possible return transmission from main land to Hong Kong markets, and the significant 
AR(1;1,2) signifies that there is return transmission from Hong Kong to China’s market. This 
could be due to the exemplary role of Hong Kong to Stock market of mainland, since from the 
right beginning, Hong Kong has been good reference of China in establishing and toning its 
stock market. Next, the highly significant 1α  with right sign dictates that China’s stock index is 
also restricted by the long-run equilibrium between it and Hong Kong market. Again, the 
adjustment to the cointegration relation is unilateral, as Hong Kong market appears not to 
respond to disequilibrium between the two markets. 
Finally, the estimates for the conditional variance equation show an interesting 
interaction between the volatility processes of two markets. In particular, the significant 
GARCH(1; 2, 1) and marginal significance of ARCH(1; 2, 1) suggest that the volatility spillover 
goes from China’s market to Hong Kong market. Further, the information transmission is 
unidirectional as the other two off-diagonal coefficients are not statistically different from zero. 
The information flow may reflect the fact that the economy of Hong Kong heavily relies on the 
mainland and a substantial part of foreign direct investment (FDI) in mainland is from Hong 
Kong. Thus, information about macroeconomic conditions and policies as well as micro-market 
structures in mainland would certainly exert a great deal of repercussions on the Hong Kong 
stock market. In addition, many large state-owned inland companies listed in Hong Kong 
exchange (some of them are cross-listed in both markets) may also contribute to the passing of 
market shocks in mainland to Hong Kong side. In this sense, the China’s stock market is said to 
lead Hong Kong market in information absorption. Also, the significant diagonal elements of 
ARCH and GARCH matrices confirm the property of conditional heteroskedasticity of two 
return series. The fitted conditional standard deviations of two series are shown in the following 
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Figure 2.6 which also affirms the higher variability of mainland China’s market than Hong Kong 
market.    
        Figure 2.6: Conditional Standard Deviations for tSHHΔ  and tHSΔ  
MGARCH Conditional Standard Deviation














Figure 2.7 below describes the dynamics of contemporaneous correlation between the 
two index return series,  and tSHHΔ tHSΔ . The fitted conditional correlation between the two 
return series was quite volatile before mid 2001, whereas, after that point of time, it is less 
volatile and gradually stays firmly in the positive range with few interruptions, typical one of 
which happened in late 2002 when China’s stock market collapsed. This pattern coincides with 
the increasing institutional and economic links between two sides after the sovereignty of Hong 
Kong was returned to China.  









              Figure 2.7: Conditional correlation between series tSHHΔ  and  tHSΔ
China.HK.conditional.correlation






















Comparing Figure 2.7 with Figure 2.5, it is obvious that the positive range of conditional 
correlation between China and Hong Kong markets is larger than that between China and US 
markets. Indeed, the median of the former contemporaneous correlation is 0.087, whereas that of 
the latter one is -0.032. The model diagnostics below shows the adequacy of FIVECM-
BEKK(1,1) model fitted on  and tSHHΔ tHSΔ . 
      Table 2.9: Model diagnostic statistics for tSHHΔ  and tHSΔ  
Normality test 
(Jarque-Bera) 
White noise test 
(Ljung-Box) 
GARCH effect test 
(Ljung-Box) 
          Test 
 
Series Statistic p-value statistic p-value statistic p-value 
tSHHΔ  871.98 0.0000 20.29 0.0619 14.44 0.2734 
tHSΔ  51.51 0.0000 16.10 0.1868 15.84 0.1987 
      Notes: The Jarque-Bera statistic asymptotically follows Chi-squared distribution with degree of freedom 2. 
The other Normality test, Shapiro-Wilk’s test, was also employed, the conclusion is essentially same. 
These results corroborate the assumption of student-t for the error terms which is based on normality 
test of original series.  
 
Also, the eigenvalues of  are 0.993, 0.972, 0.971, 0.956, all are less than 
though close to unity. Therefore, the fitted conditional volatilities of China and Hong Kong stock 





2.4.4: Dynamic analysis of relations among three stock markets 
The empirical evidences produced by FIVECM fitted to pairs of markets displayed some 
interesting interactions between China and other two important stock markets, in particular, the 
feedback between first and second moments of pair of markets around long term cointegration 
relations. Meanwhile, the contemporaneous relations between pairs of markets are also exhibited 
by time-varying conditional correlation coefficients as plotted in Figures 2.5 and 2.7. However, 
as stated in the prior section, how one market evolves in responding to shocks or innovations 
occurring in the each of three markets is not shown by the FIVECM-MGARCH framework. 
Therefore, we proceed to conduct dynamic analysis using impulse response function within VAR 
framework as laid out in subsection 2.3.2.2.  
Specifically, we fit a VAR(1)56 model to triple-variate return series ( , ,t t tSP HS SHH )′Δ Δ Δ , 
and calculate impulse response function according to procedure in (2.13) as well as (2.14). 





































































































Orthogonal Impulse Response Function
 
                                                 
56 The number of lags is determined by usual selection criteria “AIC” and “BIC”.  
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The impulse response functions for 12 periods along with their asymptotic standard errors are 
plotted in Figure 2.8. The interaction pattern implied in Figure 2.8 is similar to that revealed in 
FIVECM fitting results in Tables 2.6 and 2.8. Specifically, while the shock or innovation to US 
market does not affect China’s stock market initially, it exerts positive impact at one lagged 
period, but the impact is really transient, lasting for only one week. At the same time, China’s 
stock market responds positively to shock happening in Hong Kong market, the influence is also 
short-lived, disappearing after three weeks or so. Further, by modeling triple return series with 
VAR(m), the impact of US market to Hong Kong market is also demonstrated in Figure 2.8, 
which shows that information in US market has positive influences to Hong Kong market for 
about two weeks. Overall, the impulse response functions displayed in Figure 2.8 do not last for 
more than three weeks or so, this phenomenon could be due to the high globalization of world’s 
market and quick information transmission rendered by advanced communication technology.  
Finally, as pointed out in Footnote 50, the ordering of the variables in the model imposes 
an implicit causal restriction among variables. The ordering of variables in the VAR(1) model 
fitted on ( , is based on the assumption that contemporaneous effect only runs 
from  left to right variable, not vice versa. That is, 
,t t tSP HS SHH )′Δ Δ Δ
SPtΔ  affects tHSΔ  and Δ  but the latter 
two do not affect Δ , and Δ  affects 
tSHH
SP HS SHHt t tΔ  but not conversely. The fact that US is the 
most influential market in the world and China is an emerging market among the three provides 
certain justification to the ordering setting. In addition, the empirical evidences obtained from 
bilateral modeling in the previous subsections also suggest the ordering of ( , ,t t tSP HS SHH )′Δ Δ Δ  
for the VAR(1) model. In addition, to test possible sensitivity of impulse response function to the 
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ordering of variables, we also do the same dynamic analysis for the variables in the order of 
, but the results appear almost identical to those of Figure 2.8.  ( , ,t tSP SHH HS )t ′Δ Δ Δ
Section 2.5: Summary remark for Chapter 2 
This chapter employs FIVECM model to investigate the cointegration relations between 
China’s and US stock markets as well as between China’s and Hong Kong stock markets. 
Applying the Engle-Granger two step procedure to estimating and constructing the cointegration 
vector, this chapter set up FIVECM in the general VAR framework which reveals long run 
equilibrium, short run dynamic movement as well as the lead-lag relations between the index 
return series. Further, by augmenting the FIVECM model by MGARCH model, the dynamic 
dependences in the second conditional moments of index return series are also brought into 
picture.  
The empirical results confirm our conjecture that there are fractional cointegration 
relations or long-run equilibria between China’s and US stock markets as well as between 
China’s and Hong Kong stock markets. However, according to the estimates, only China’s 
market appears to be bound by the cointegration relations; the other two markets do not make 
adjustments in response to the deviations from the equilibrium. The US and Hong Kong markets 
are also found to lead China’s market in first conditional moments; that is, there are return 
transmissions running from both US and Hong Kong markets to China’s market. These findings 
are expected, as US and Hong Kong are more developed and mature markets, investors on 
China’s stock market are likely to trail after where their counterparts have moved at the other 
two markets. However, volatility spillover effect is shown by estimates to flow from China 
market to Hong Kong market; put differently, there is information transmission from mainland to 
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Hong Kong market. This may well be due to the heavy dependence of the economy of Hong 
Kong on mainland, China and the increasing number of cross-listed companies on both markets.  
The evolutions of the two fitted conditional correlation series reveal that China’s stock 
market has been experiencing stronger and stable contemporaneous ties with both US and Hong 
Kong markets from early 2001. Whereas, judged from the magnitudes of dynamic correlation 
coefficients, China’s market seems to be closer to Hong Kong market rather than US market, 
namely China’s stock market is more positively correlated with its close neighboring market than 
with the world’s leading superpower. This fact could provide important implications to 
international portfolio managers investing on these three markets. Further, the dynamic analysis 
shown by impulse response functions obtained from trivariate VAR(1) largely agrees with those 
bilateral relations yielded by FIVECM models. 
Overall speaking, although China’s stock market has a long run cointegration relation 
with world’s market represented by US and Hong Kong markets, the short run interactions, 
namely return and volatility transmissions, between China’s market and the other markets are not 
substantial. We believe that the ongoing liberalization and deregulation in China’s financial 
market may increase the integration of its stock market into world’s market. In terms of future 
research, this chapter only exploits the stock market indices and their differenced series; 
incorporating other relevant exogenous variables into the model may shed some additional lights 



















 Keywords:   GARCH, Stochastic Volatility (SV), Asymmetric effect, Markov Chain Monte 
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Section 3.1: Introduction for Chapter 3 
Dynamic or time-varying characteristics of financial time series have been extensively as 
well as intensively investigated in the past decades. The fundamental assumption of time series 
analysis is that unconditional distribution of time series variables shares certain common 
stationarity properties, while the conditional distributions could possess different features across 
time. Modeling the dynamic evolution of conditional distributions of asset series has been the 
epicenter of financial research, and some theoretic results have seen wide applications in various 
sub-fields of finance. Although the ultimate or perfect objective is the dynamic relations of 
conditional distributions of time series variables, researches are usually done on the behavior of 
moments of the relevant distributions. Particularly, since the first four moments have financial 
and practical interpretations, they are paid most attentions by researchers. The Autoregressive 
and Moving Average (ARMA) models of Box and Jenkins have from 1970’s precipitated 
researches in the conditional mean or first moment of financial series, the prominent applications 
of ARMA models include testing market efficiency and predictability of financial series.  
From early 1980’s, the Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedasticiy (ARCH) of 
Engle(1982) and its generalized version GARCH of Bollerslev (1986) have offered a powerful 
tool in investigating the conditional volatility57  or second moment of financial series. More 
significantly, the GARCH model has provided practical techniques to examine conditional mean 
and variance within one model framework, and joint estimation of the model is claimed to reveal 
with more accuracy the dynamics of the first two conditional moments. Many variants of 
GARCH model has appeared in literature. Because GARCH model makes available the 
unobservable volatilities, it has been applied widely to empirical finance like risk management 
and derivatives pricing.  
                                                 
57 Conditional variance and conditional volatility are used interchangeably in this chapter.  
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Although studies on the first and second moments constitute the mainstream of financial 
econometrics research, academicians do not stop at this point. Since the third moment of 
financial series depicts the symmetry around the mean, it has important implications for portfolio 
management. Probes into conditional skewness of financial series have been conducted for some 
time. Some promising theoretical results similar to GARCH framework have emerged, for 
example Harvey and Siddique (2000) who integrate the conditional skewness into the GARCH 
model and estimate the first three conditional moments jointly by MLE. However, the direct 
application of the model is still limited partly due to the complication of modeling and estimation. 
The normalized fourth moment, i.e. kurtosis, implies the variability of variance, thus conditional 
kurtosis implies varying extent of fluctuations of risk in financial series over time. However, 
direct modeling of conditional kurtosis has not been much attempted because of extreme 
complexity involved in estimation and inference.   
Since the focus of this chapter is the property of GARCH-type model, we give some 
introduction on GARCH models. As GARCH model has been the hottest financial topic during 
the past two decades and a vast body of literature has emerged, it is not possible to give a 
comprehensive review within this chapter58. We just concentrate on the main merits GARCH 
models possess, applications of them to financial series and what is the flaw we claim for the 
GARCH model. Uncertainty is the inherent nature of almost every sub-field of the world, thus 
also characterizes most financial processes. People, at least academicians, always try to make 
uncertain things certain or tractable. Therefore, how to capture and measure uncertainty or risk in 
various financial processes has consumed enormous efforts and time of researchers. The 
statistical variance or central second moment is usually employed to measure the volatility or 
                                                 
58 For overview of GARCH model, please see Bollerslev et al (1992) and Luc Bauwens et al (2003) for Multivariate 
GARCH and one GARCH volume of Engle (2001). 
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risk of financial series. However, since there is only one realization of financial series at each 
time point, the volatility, unlike level values, is not directly observable. Prior to GARCH model, 
the time-varying nature of volatility had been claimed by researchers like Mandelbrot (1963) and 
Fama (1965), but it was not clear how to directly model the volatility. The best strategy before 
the emergence of GARCH was probably inferring volatility from option price which, according 
to the famous Black-Scholes formula, is the function of time varying volatility of underlying 
asset. This method certainly has limitations because only a few assets have traded options (see 
Bollerslev et al (1992)). However, the advent of ARCH model of Engle (1982) started a new era 
of volatility research. We begin our introduction of volatility models with GARCH proposed by 
Bollerslev (1986), because it is the generalized version of ARCH, more parsimonious in terms of 
parameters and more widely explored in empirical work.  
      The basic GARCH(1,1) model consists of two parts: 
I. Conditional Mean Equation:  









                                                                        (3.1) 
II. Conditional Variance Equation: 
                                       (3.2) 10,,, 1111011
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Where tμ could itself possess general ARMA structure, and tε  could follow other 
distributions, for example standardized student-t and general error distribution, to account for 
such property as fat tail commonly observed in financial series.  More lags of squared shocks 
and/or conditional variances constitute higher order GARCH model.  
Loosely speaking, the idea of GARCH model is to apply ARMA modeling technique 
usually employed on level series to the conditional volatility series which is, however, not 
observable to researchers. By doing so, the linear dependence in conditional volatility series 
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which is also a particular kind of nonlinear dynamics of level series could be addressed, this 
achievement is the primary motivation underlying volatility models. Actually, it can be shown 
that the conditional variance equation of GARCH(p, q) model has an ARMA form for squared 
shock series , except that the corresponding error follows martingale process rather than iid 




From theoretical and mathematical points of view, the rapidly spreading popularity of 
GARCH model is due to its technical beauty and tractability. Because the mean and variance can 
be incorporated into conditional probability density like normal and student-t distributions, this 
makes the traditional MLE procedures viable for making direct inferences about conditional 
mean and volatility from GARCH models, although some approximate numerical methods have 
also been used in GARCH estimation for other complicated distributions. The principle of 
simultaneously modeling conditional mean and variance has been extended beyond financial 
field to many studies aiming at dynamics of first and second moments. Partly due to this 
technical convenience, a lot of variants along GARCH line have been devised, for example,  
ARCH-M model of Engle, Lilien and Robins (1987), EGARCH of Nelson (1991), TGARCH of 
Zakoian (1994) and PGARCH of Ding, Granger and Engle (1993). Researches on multivariate 
GARCH models have also realized great achievements on both theories and applications. 
Bauwens et al (2003) give a good review on multivariate volatility models, whereas it is a bit 
theoretically oriented. 
Furthermore, practically speaking, some salient features of GARCH model could 
probably account for its vast, if not excessive, applications in empirical work. GARCH models 
have been shown to be able to depict some stylized facts of financial series. Firstly, with 
                                                 
59 The current chapter does not give detailed exposition on this respect, details are given in many GARCH textbook, 
like Tsay (2001). 
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constraints imposed on the parameters of conditional variance equation60, GARCH models could 
ensure that the conditional volatility is weakly stationary and unconditional variance is finite, 
these are in accordance with usual behavior of financial volatility. Secondly, even under 
Gaussian assumption, unconditional kurtosis derived from GARCH model has been shown to be 
greater than normal distribution, this is consistent with fat tail unanimously claimed by 
researchers for financial series, which implies that extreme values are more likely to occur than 
normal distribution. Finally and most prominently, according to the structure of GARCH model, 
it relates the current conditional variance to lagged values of squared shocks and lagged 
conditional variances. Consequently, prior large shock and conditional variance will cause large 
conditional variance in the next period which in turn tends to be accompanied by large shock. As 
a result, GARCH models could describe the phenomenon of volatility clusters which are typical 
of financial series. Tremendous body of empirical literature has confirmed this virtue of GARCH 
models, some representative examples include French, Schwert and Stambaugh (1987) for stock 
index data, Hsieh (1988a) for exchange rate, Engle, Ng and Rothschild (1990) for interest rate 
and Engle and Mustafa (1992) for individual stock returns among many others, these studies all 
report significant GARCH or ARCH effects in the financial series involved.  
However, the well-acclaimed GARCH model does not delineate financial processes 
perfectly. The most prominent feature of GARCH model just mentioned in the above paragraph 
also distorts to some extent the true volatility process. By “distort”, we mean that what GARCH 
model reveals and implies does not match exactly what the real process should be. As argued 
above, the structure of GARCH model (i.e. Eq (2)) produces the volatility clusters of financial 
series. However, it is this special structure of GARCH model that brings some distortions to the 
                                                 
60 Constraints for higher order GARCH are more complicated, whereas the principles are same as GARCH(1,1) 
model shown in equation (3.2).  
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volatility process it is intended to describe. Specifically and for simplicity, in GARCH(1,1) 
model61 , because one period lagged values of shock and conditional variance appear in the 
conditional variance equation, the impact of shocks on conditional variance can only be realized 
in later periods. Therefore, a large shock to financial series must cause large conditional 
variances in the next periods. However, large shocks to financial series usually do not last long 
and are likely followed by quieter periods. The fact that the subsequent quieter periods will 
definitely have higher conditional variances than the earlier period when the shocks really 
happened is counterintuitive. Furthermore, because of the lagged structure of GARCH model, a 
shock (especially a large and isolated shock) to financial series will decay very slowly. In other 
words, the large conditional variance could last for many periods, even if the subsequent periods 
are very silent. This is in sharp contrast to the usual theories of market efficiency which assume 
fast or even immediate digestion of information or shocks in modern financial markets. This 
phenomenon also indicates the inaccuracy or flaw of GARCH model in characterizing volatility 
process. How to remedy this flaw of GARCH model is the question this chapter is set to answer. 
The remaining chapter will proceed as follows. The section 3.2 will elaborate on the flaw 
of GARCH model and propose stochastic volatility model as a remedy, a modification of 
stochastic volatility model to capture possible leverage effect is also presented. The section 3.3 
will present an algorithm based on Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) to implement our 





                                                 
61 The argument for GARCH(1,1) is readily extended to higher order GARCH models.  
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Section 3.2: The flaw of GARCH and a remedy model 
3.2.1: Illustration of the flaw of GARCH model.  
Slow response of GARCH model to large isolated shocks was noticed as a by-product 
when we calculate the conditional skewness using fitted first and second moments from GARCH 
model, because the resulting skewnesses are unreasonably huge at observations of large shocks.  
The slow response here means that the impact of a shock to financial series will be persistent 
over next periods, or as said above, the impact will die down slowly despite the stable nature of 
underlying financial series in the same time span. In this sense, the clustering effect shown in 
fitted GARCH volatility series is created by GARCH model itself rather than generated by the 
true financial process. If large shocks happen successively in a row, the phenomenon remains 
qualitatively same. Because the large isolated shocks to financial time series do happen 
frequently62, the failure of GARCH model to respond quickly or accurately to large shocks 
would have consequential influences to applications and inferences made based on the fitted 
GARCH model, like volatility prediction, derivatives pricing model using time-varying volatility 
and Value at Risk calculation. To illustrate and manifest the claimed flaw of GARCH model, we 
fit GARCH model to some financial series and give some assessments on the goodness of fit 
around the large isolated shocks to the series. 
The first time series fitted is monthly log return in percentage of S&P 500 index from 
March 1965 to January 2000 for 419 observations. Appendix B plots the series and its squared 
series as well, from which heteroskedasticity seems to be pronounced. The Gaussian 












                                                                               (3.3)          
                                                 
62 This statement is verified by fat-tailed and skewed distributions commonly observed for financial series.  
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All estimates are highly significant and satisfy constraints in (3.2), implying that conditional 
variance series is stationary and also persistent, and model diagnostics also justify the adequacy 
of the model specification                                                
Next, we analyze the volatility fitting around the two largest spikes of absolute returns, 
since impacts of shocks are symmetric in fitted GARCH(1,1) model. The first two spikes of the 
absolute return series are 24.684 and 15.314 which happen at the 273th and 117th observation 
respectively. We list the returns around the spikes and their corresponding fitted conditional 
variances in the following Table 3.1 and Table 3.2: 
      Table 3.1: Fitted variances around first spike on S&P 
Ob.# 269 270 271 272 273 274 275 276 277 278 
Return 4.424  4.716  1.819  1.211 24.68 9.742  6.297 3.171 4.852 3.354
Variance 21.78 20.98 20.50 18.77 17.20 70.29 70.50 64.30  56.78 51.30
 
      Table 3.2: Fitted variances around second spike on S&P    
Ob. # 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 
Return 3.518  8.830  8.753 12.94 15.31 8.132  0.659 12.67 6.480 0.471
Variance 16.79 16.92 23.18 28.42 41.10 54.70 54.51 47.83  54.46 50.71
  
Spikes are labeled red in the tables. Some interesting observations can be made from the 
two tables. Firstly, the highest absolute return63 happens at November 1987, which results from 
the market crash at October 1987. As shown in the table, the return is substantially higher than 
the neighboring ones, however, its fitted conditional variance is the lowest compared with those 
of adjacent others. The tremendously high conditional variances in the next two periods are 
obviously attributable to the big return at Nov 1987 due to its role in GARCH specification of 
                                                 
63 The real return is negative, i.e. -24.68. 
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Eq(3.2) or Eq(3.3)64, as argued above. The resulting high conditional variance remains at high 
level in the subsequent periods, even though the returns have reduced to normal levels65. In other 
words, the conditional variances do not decay and match proportionately with returns. The 
similar pattern can be inferred from the second spike which happens at 116th and 117th 
observations66. Surprisingly, the lowest return level at observation 119 has almost highest fitted 
conditional variance, this fact is not reasonable, the culprit is apparently the higher magnitudes of 
previous returns. Secondly, in general, whenever big jump (namely large shock) happens to the 
return series, the above pattern will appear, for example the 120th observation. The larger the 
shock, the pattern is more pronounced67.  
We fitted different GARCH models to the series, specifically EGARCH and PGARCH 
with and without leverage effects. Further, we tried fitting GARCH models on different financial 
series, like other stock market return series, individual stock return series and foreign exchange 
rate series. The inaccuracy and slow response of various GARCH models to large shocks are 
confirmed in all the additional model fittings. The obvious violation of market efficiency 
hypotheses implied by the fitting results is probably not what GARCH advocates desire. In the 
next subsection, we propose stochastic volatility model as an alternative to GARCH to improve 
the fitness to the underlying conditional volatility process.  
 
3.2.2: A remedy to GARCH model-Stochastic Volatility Model.  
As shown in the previous paragraphs, the inaccuracy of GARCH model in imaging the 
underlying volatility process, especially in the period of large shocks, is largely due to the term 
                                                 
64 Big return corresponds to big residual which in turn translates to large influence in the variance equation.  
65 The sample mean of the absolute return series is 3.25, the sample standard deviation is 2.74. 
66 The real returns are -12.94 and 15.31 respectively.  
67 The conclusion follows from the analysis to the entire series, not presented here.  
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of lagged squared residual in the equation (3.2) which incurs high conditional variance and 
spreads it to subsequent periods. As such, one intuitive rectification is to replace the lagged 
squared residual with current squared residual, namely change the conditional variance equation 
in GARCH to the following form: 
               10,,, 1111011
2
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However, because  and  series is supposed to be highly auto-correlated, the 
above specification will cause singularity in estimation. Actually, we have tried and found that 
usual optimization procedures do not converge for maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) of the 
above formula together with conditional mean equation (3.1).  
ttt hFaE =− )|( 12 th
Since all the GARCH-type models involve term(s) of lagged squared residuals, we 
cannot expect other GARCH specifications could overcome this flaw, our empirical 
experimentations with other GARCH models in the prior subsection also excluded this 
possibility. However, the stochastic volatility (hereinafter SV) model, by assuming independent 
random processes for conditional mean and conditional variance respectively, could provide a 
promising remedy. As a matter of fact, estimated with our specially designed algorithm which is 
based on MCMC, SV model indeed provides a better fit to the underlying volatility process.  
A basic SV(1) model68 assumes the following form:  






















                                                                            (3.4) 
                                                 
68 See Melino and Turnbull (1990) and Gourieroux and Monfort (1992) 
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Where series tε  and  are independenttv 69  of each other. More lagged terms in the 
conditional variance equation would form higher order stochastic volatility model. Note that no 
positiveness constraints are imposed on the variance parameters, i.e. 0α  and 1α , since the 
logarithmic transformation ensures the positiveness of conditional variances, the restriction 
1|| 1 <α  is to guarantee the stationarity of logged conditional variance series. The SV model does 
not explicitly relate observed lagged squared residuals to the unobservable conditional variance 
in the current period, instead, the innovation  accounts for uncertainty in , thus the 
distortions to the volatility process brought by the lagged squared residuals as in GARCH model 
could be reduced. 
tv th
To capture possible asymmetric response of conditional variance to positive and negative 
shocks to financial series, we modify the basic SV model by adding current shock  as another 
explanatory variable to logged conditional variance
ta
70, the resulting model is: 






















                                                             (3.5) 
Also, series tε  and  are independent. We call Eq(3.5) “Asymmetric SV” model. If  tv 2α  
is estimated to be significantly negative, conditional variance will respond differently to positive 
and negative shocks; specifically, negative shocks tend to increase the conditional volatility more 
than does the positive shocks. On the other hand, if the estimate of 2α  is significantly positive, 
then conditional variance would respond more actively to positive shock than to negative shock. 
This formulation is similar to EGARCH of Nelson (1991) in which one more parameter is used 
                                                 
69 Assuming independent disturbances to mean and variance is consistent with financial theory that factors affecting 
mean and volatility could be different.  
70 Note that using level residual instead of squared residual does not likely incur multicollinearity.  
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to identify the asymmetric effect71. Major difference between the two models is that EGARCH 
employs lagged innovations to explain the conditional variance, whereas SV model here takes 
innovation in the current period. The leverage effect stems from the exponential transform of 
conditional variance in SV model. Actually, if we retrieve the conditional variance from the SV 
model (3.5), it will be:   
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Similarly for case of . Thus, in order to ensure , 0ta < 1>l 2α  has to be negative, which yields 
usual leverage effect as that of EGARCH model. On the other hand, if 2α  is positive, then a 
positive shock increases volatility more than does a negative shock of the same magnitude. This 
phenomenon could also be termed as leverage effect, but in the counter sense of usual definition, 
which implies that investors respond more actively to positive news than to negative news. In the 
similar spirit, Kupiec (1990) also tries to detect the asymmetric effect by putting price level in 
the conditional variance equation of GARCH, whereas it is not empirically supported by data.  
Now that the stochastic volatility models have been proposed as the possible alternatives 
to GARCH models in the hope of improving fitness to the underlying volatility process, the next 
task is to estimate and verify the capability of the proposed approaches with financial series. In 
the next section, we will propose an algorithm within Bayesian framework to implement the SV 
                                                 
71 However, it turns out that the leverage effect parameter before absolute standardized residual in EGARCH model 
plays no role in verifying the asymmetric effect shown by EGARCH formulation, it seems redundant in this respect. 
Actually, as long as the coefficient of standardized residual in the EGARCH specification is estimated to be 
significantly negative, the asymmetric effect is ensured.  
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models which cannot be easily handled by conventional technique, our algorithm is simple yet 
effective in manifesting the idea narrated in the above text.  
 
Section 3.3: The algorithm for estimating stochastic volatility models 
3.3.1: Bayesian analysis and MCMC sampling 
Unlike GARCH-type models which can be estimated and inferred with MLE procedure, 
it is difficult to estimate SV models with traditional methodology because there are two random 
processes involved for each conditional variance as shown in models (3.4) and (3.5). Some 
researchers have resorted to method of moments (MM) (like Melino and Turnbull (1990) and 
Vetzal(1992)) and quasi-maximum likelihood (QML) procedure (like Nelson(1988) and 
Ruiz(1994)). However, as pointed out in Jacquier et al (1994), it is hard to gauge the accuracy of 
approximations employed in QML, also compared with MLE, MM method may suffer from 
inefficiency.  
Fortunately, such a complicated problem as SV can be handled with method of Bayesian 
analysis. Instead of treating model parameters as unknown constants (population value) as in 
classical analysis, Bayesian approach treats the parameters as random variables as well. As such, 
Bayesian approach allows researchers to have prior belief in the form of prior distribution about 
parameters, then to update the belief based on the data collected, which results in the posterior 
distribution or posterior belief of model parameters. Then, all the information about parameters 
is subsumed in the resulting posterior distribution from which usual statistical inferences can be 
naturally made, like point estimate, hypothesis testing and constructing confidence interval. 
Furthermore, even prediction can be made based on the distribution of future values which, 
unlike prediction made within classical analysis, accounts for the parameter uncertainty.  
Bayesian approach is gaining more popularity in various fields and financial study is probably its 
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latest arena of application, because of its theoretic and logical consistency, and also thanks to 
advances in computational science and many effective algorithms developed in the past 
decades72.  
In terms of quantitative inference, Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) technique is the 
backbone for making Bayesian analysis. The essence of MCMC is to construct a Markov chain 
converging to its stationary distribution )|( Xθπ  which is also the target distribution. By 
“convergence”, we mean that the constructed Markov chain has to be sufficiently long to ensure 
the chain is actually drawn from )|( Xθπ . Many MCMC algorithms have been proposed to 
construct Markov chain with such property. The most widely used algorithm is perhaps Gibbs 
sampling 73 , whereas the more general one is Metropolis (Metropolis et al(1953)) and its 
extension called Metropolis-Hastings (Hasting(1970)). Acceptance/Rejection method of Von 
Neumann has also seen applications in certain contexts. We will combine Gibbs sampling with 
Metropolis algorithm to solve the difficulty of estimating SV models, especially in estimating the 
conditional variances.  
Specifically, in the context of our SV models (3.4) and (3.5) our objective is to estimate 
parameters in the conditional mean and variance equations and more importantly, to estimate 
conditional variance at each sample point. As the proposed algorithm works similarly for the two 
SV models, we make use of the SV (1) model (3.4) for exposing our MCMC algorithm and 
indicate difference when applied to asymmetric SV model (3.5). Denote the parameters vector 
as )',( ′= wp μ , , ),'( 2 ′= vw σα ),( 10 ′= ααα , data as ),...,,( 21 ′= TrrrR and the unobservable 
conditional variance series as ),...,,( 21 ′= ThhhH  , T  is sample size. In the words of data-
                                                 
72 For fundamental and detailed theoretical discussions on Bayesian inference procedure, good references include 
Box and Tiao (1973) and Gelman et al(1995).  
73 Gibbs sampling was proposed in Gelfand and Smith(1990). 
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augmentation pioneered by Tanner and Wong (1987), are “traditional parameters”, wherep H is 
“auxiliary variables”. We have to augment H to the modeling framework in order to make 
necessary inferences about parameters. By doing so, estimates and inferences about these 
“auxiliary variables” could be achieved in the process as by-products. Actually, the auxiliary role 
of H can be clearly seen from the likelihood density of the model:  
                                                               (3.8) ∫= dHwHfHRfwRf )|(),|(),|( μμ
The above likelihood density bears the same role and information as it does in classical 
analysis, the difference is that parameters involved are not fixed population values, but follow 
certain random rules. Therefore, in order to conduct Bayesian inference, we have to first assume 
prior distributions for the parameters. In our case, we assume independent priors74 for the mean 
parameter and variance parameters, namely: 
   )()(),( wffwf μμ =                                                                                            (3.9) 
Then, according to the Bayesian theorem, the joint posterior distribution of parameters is: 
  )()(),|()|,( wffwRfRwf μμμ ∝                                                                      (3.10) 
In order to implement Gibbs sampling, we further partition the variance parameter vector 
 as w α and . Correspondingly, the prior for  is also divided according to Bayesian theorem 
as . As a result, the marginal conditional posterior distributions for 
quantities of interest are: 
2
vσ w
)()|()( 22 vv ffwf σσα=
   ),,|( wHRf μ , ),,|( wRHf μ ,  and           (3.11) ),,,|( 2vHRf σμα ),,,|( 2 αμσ HRf v
It is noteworthy that deriving analytical expressions for the distributions in (3.10) and 
(3.11) is not feasible even with nice conjugate priors, this is because T-dimensional vector H is 
involved in the joint posterior distributions. However, Gibbs sampling can be straightforwardly 
                                                 
74 Again, the specification of independent priors for mean and variance is based on the reasonable financial 
assumption that information about mean and variance could be different.  
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employed to obtain random draws from conditional distributions in (3.11). The basic idea of 
Gibbs sampling in our context is to iteratively draw random samples from the conditional 
densities in (3.11), given the data and other parameter values including H.  Specifically, Gibbs 
sampling for our purpose proceeds as follows: 
1. Set appropriate initial values for parameters 00 , wμ  and auxiliary variables ; 0H
2. Make a random draw from ),,|( 00 wHRf μ , store it as 1μ ; 
3. Make a random draw from ),,|( 01 wRHf μ , store it as ; 1H
4. Make a random draw from , store it as),,,|( 2 0,11 vHRf σμα 1α ; 
5. Make a random draw from , store it as ; ),,,|( 111
2 αμσ HRf v 21,vσ
 Iterate the steps 2 through 5 for N times to obtain a Gibbs sequence 
)'',',(,.....,)',',( 111 NNN wHwH μμ ′ , where each NiH i ,..,1,' =  is itself vector of conditional 
variance series. Under certain regularity conditions, the simulated sequence converges to the 
joint posterior distribution (3.10). In practice, we run Gibbs sampling for sufficiently long N, 
discard first M simulations and make posterior inferences based on the remaining N-M 
simulations 75 . It is crucial to note that steps 2, 3, 4 and 5 always use updated values of 
)',',( ′wHμ .  
The Gibbs sampling procedure listed above seems easy to implement, step 2, 4 and 5 are 
indeed if H has been drawn, but not step 3 of drawing vector H. Specifically, suppose that we 
make the following prior distributions for parameters:  

















                                                 
75 Although the convergence of MCMC has theoretic foundation, there is no hard guidance on how large N and M 
should be. 
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 Namely, we assume natural conjugate priors for parameters. The superscript of zero denotes the 
hyperparameters which are to be set as constants76, henceα  follows bivariate normal distribution 
and  follows inverted chi-squared distribution with degree of freedom .     2vσ 0m
Then, under normal assumptions for innovations in SV models (3.4), above priors and 
given initial values of parameters, we first divide the conditional mean equation with th , the 
resulting modified conditional mean equation is: 











   
 Since )1,0(~ iidNtε , this is a simple linear regression model. As a result, the conditional 
posterior distribution of μ  in (3.11) will be77:  

























−                                                (3.13) 
Next, let us skip step 3 and suppose H has been drawn. Given H, the conditional variance 
equation in (3.4) is AR(1) model, the similar principle for deriving (3.13) yields:  
































                          (3.14) 
 ) here denotes bivariate normal distribution, and , and 
 in the model (3.5).  
,( **2 AN α )'ln,1( 1−= tt hx
)',ln,1( 1 ttt ahx −=
At the same time, the posterior distribution for  can also be obtained: 2vσ
                                                 
76 The hyperparameters could also follow certain random distribution with additional parameters to be set in 
hierachical model structure which is not the case in this chapter.  
77 The results are based on Bayesian inference of linear regression models, readers may refer to Tsay (2001) for 
details.  
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Where , and  for model (3.5).  110
2 lnlnˆ −−−= ttt hhv αα tttt ahhv 21102 lnlnˆ ααα −−−= −
 Since drawing conditional variance vector H is most difficult yet crucial in conducting 
Bayesian analysis for SV model, we specially present the algorithm for drawing 
 in the next subsection.  ),...,,( 21 ′= ThhhH
 
 3.3.2: The particular algorithm for sampling H 
Although we got joint posterior distribution for conditional variance vector 
 in (3.11), i.e.),...,,( 21 ′= ThhhH ),,|( wRHf μ , the H vector is drawn element by element, 
because dimension of H  vector is too high to make direct sampling from the joint posterior 
distribution. Based on the above assumptions of distributions in the previous subsection, the 
kernel of posterior distribution of single conditional variance , given data, parameters and 
other conditional variances  which denotes the conditional variance vector except  ,  is as 
follows:   
th
tH − th
 ),|(),|(),,|(),,,|( 11 whhfwhhfhrafwHRhf ttttttttt +−− ∝ μμ  
                                                         (3.16) ]2/)(lnexp[]2/exp[ 22125.0 σtttttt chhhah −−−∝ −−
 
Where ,   and )1/()]ln(ln)1([ 2111110 αααα +++−= +− ttt hhc )1/( 2122 ασσ += v μ−= tt ra .  
Whereas, for model (3.5),  and 
.  
)1/()]ln(ln)()1([ 2211212120 αααααα +++−+−= +−+ ttttt hhaac
)1/( 22
22 ασσ += v
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The kernel (3.16) governs uncertainty and dynamics of , it is not amenable to direct 
sampling, however. Its proportionality constant is formidably unobtainable, furthermore, it is not 
from any existing distribution family. Nonetheless, in addition to the MM and QML methods 
discussed in the prior section, a few algorithms based on MCMC have been proposed in 
literature to tackle this difficulty, for example, Tsay (2001) uses Griddy Gibbs to draw . 
Griddy Gibbs, which is built upon the discrete approximation to continuous distribution and 
inverse probability transformation, easily avoids evaluating the integral constant and doing a 
great job in sampling from almost arbitrary univariate random kernel like (3.16). In addition, 
Jacquier et al (1994) propose a combination of Acceptance/Rejection and Metropolis algorithm 
to sample . They proxy the second part (lognormal) in Eq.(3.16) with an inverse gamma kernel 
and incorporate it into the first part (also in the form of inverse gamma) to approximate the 
whole kernel from which to draw . Jacquier et al (1994) further provide some comparisons 
between the MM, QML and Bayesian inference, concluding that the later is superior to the others. 
However, Andersen (1994), in his comment to Jacquier et al (1994, 2004), shows that the claims 





However, Griddy Gibbs requires much computation because, to approximate the 
distribution of each , it has to evaluate the kernel (3.16) at usually hundreds of grid points 
within a certain range; and the appropriate range itself needs to be set with some delicacies. 
Similarly, the algorithm of Jacquier et al also relies on intensive computational memory. The 
kernel approximation and choosing blanketing constant have to be done at every . In addition, 
the combination of Acceptance/Rejection rule and Metropolis algorithm also consume a lot of 




(3.16) to simulate . It turns out that the algorithm is intuitively simple yet effective and much 
less demanding on computation than the aforementioned ones.  
th
Particularly, our algorithm is in the spirit of Metropolis-Hasting (M-H) algorithm, the 
basic principle and steps of which are introduced briefly here. Generally, suppose π  is the target 
distribution which could be known up to a normalizing constant like the kernel of  (3.16), but 
it is not possible or easy to draw sample directly from 
th
π . The algorithm takes a proposal 
distribution  from which it is easy to dram random samples, )|(),( xyqyxq = x  is the current 
state, is the newly drawn candidate value giveny x . The defines the transition probability 
from 
),( yxq
x  to . The objective of M-H algorithm is to draw a Markov chain from the  which 
converges to its stationary distribution 
y ),( yxq
π . Specifically, assuming that the Markov chain is 
currently at ,  draw a proposal value tx y according to  and accept the proposal as a new 
value in the chain with probability:  
)|( txyq
}1,)|()()|()(min{ ttt xyqxyxqy ππρ =                                                                 (3.17) 
When the proposal density  does not depend on ),( yxq x , namely , the algorithm is termed 
as Independence Metropolis. The sampling procedure remains largely same, except the 
acceptance probability becomes 
)(yq
}1,)()(min{ txy ππρ = , since the proposal kernels in the 
acceptance ratio cancel out. In principle, any  or  with same support as ),( yxq )(yq π  could be 
used as proposal distribution, whereas the more closely q  resembles π , the better q  is. The 
Markov chain constructed in this way is irreducible and aperiodic78, hence ergodic. Under mild 
regularity conditions, the chain has π  as its unique invariant distribution.  
                                                 
78 “Irreducible and Aperiodic” means that transition matrix of the Markov chain has a unit eigenvalue and all the rest 
of eigenvalues are strictly less than one.  In plain words, the Markov chain is covariance-stationary.  
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For our purposes, we construct a chain based on Independence Metropolis algorithm 
which results from the special structure of kernel (3.16). Specifically, the first three terms in 
(3.16), i.e. , which is in the form of inverse of gamma kernel of  with 
shape and rate parameters (1/2, ), can be employed as the kernel of proposal distribution 
denoted as: 
125.0 ]2/exp[ −− − tttt hhah th
2/2ta
]2/exp[]2/exp[)( 25.1125.0 tttttttt hahhhahhq −=−∝ −−−                                                 (3.18) 
Since shape and rate parameters suffice to draw a sample from the gamma distribution, 
we do not have to evaluate the normalizing constant in . Observing that Eq(3.18) is part of 
Eq(3.16), if we employ independence M-H to construct a Markov chain with Eq(3.16) and 
Eq(3.18) as the target and proposal distributions respectively and use (3.17) to construct 
acceptance probability, then the resulting acceptance probability  is: 
)( thq
}1,]2/)(lnexp[]2/)(lnexp[min{ 2222 σσρ ttt cxcy −−−−=                                    (3.19) 
Where y  is the newly drawn candidate value,  is the current value of  chain. Note that other 
parts of Eq(3.16) cancel out in the ratio. Actually, the ratio could be further simplified by 
collecting common terms in the numerator and denominator of (3.19) to reduce amount of 
computation.  
tx th
In summary, our algorithm for estimating SV model and making inferences about 
conditional variance H is as follows, we construct a Markov chain for joint posterior distribution 
Eq.(3.10) and conditional variance vector H based on Gibbs sampling algorithm.  This is done by 
iteratively drawing random samples from marginal posterior distributions ),,|( wHRf μ , 
),,|( wRHf μ , and  in order; when drawing from ),,,|( 2vHRf σμα ),,,|( 2 αμσ HRf v
),,|( wRHf μ , we proceed element by element by employing independence M-H algorithm with 
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Eq.(3.16) and Eq.(3.18) as posterior kernel and proposal density kernel respectively. In other 
words, we embed the independence Metropolis algorithm into the Gibbs sampling in line with 
data augmentation to complete our simulation of SV model. The resulting Gibbs Markov chain 
consists of two sub-chains, one is chain of traditional parameters , and the other is 
chain of augmented variables s, 
},',{ 2vttt σαμ
Nt ,......,1= . Based on the usual arguments about MCMC, like 
Tierney (1994), the Markov chain constructed in this way is irreducible and aperiodic; and has 
joint posterior distribution Eq. (3.10) as the unique invariant distribution. Then, the two sub-




Section 3.4: Empirical evidences 
In this section, we apply the MCMC algorithm outlined in the last section to drawing 
simulations from and making inference for the SV models Eq(3.4) and Eq(3.5). We fit the 
models to two sets of data. Firstly, the models are fitted on the monthly log return in percentage 
of S&P 500 index from March 1965 to January 2000. After that, we fit the models on the 
monthly log return series in percentage of Shanghai All Shares Index (SHH) spanning March 
1992 through December 2005 on China’s stock market. We will compare the results of SV 
models using Bayesian approach with those of GARCH models to illustrate the improvements of 
SV in fitting conditional volatility process.  The comparisons of fitted results on the two data sets 




3.4.1:  Empirical results of SV models fitted on S&P 500 
3.4.1.1: Empirical evidence for basic SV model Eq(3.4)  
We first fit basic stochastic volatility model Eq(3.4) to the return series of S&P. We run 
the above algorithm for N=15,000 iterations, discard first M=5,000 runs. The remaining 10,000 
runs are used to calculate the point estimates and standard errors of parameters, the results are 
shown in the Table 3.3 below.  
    Table 3.3: Parameter Estimates for SV model on S&P 
Parameters          μ           0α           1α            vσ
Estimates 0.7911 0.5614 0.7831 0.4682 
Std. Errors 0.1796 0.1336 0.0511 0.0583 
 
All estimates are highly significant at conventional confidence levels. Compared with the 
estimates of GARCH(1,1) in Eq(3.3), the estimated mean of SV is higher than that of GARCH 
model, whereas the sample mean of original series is 0.671. The volatility persistence shown by 
estimated 1α  in SV model is lower than that of GARCH indicated by . 
Nevertheless, this result is just as expected, as stated above, the high persistence and clustering 
effect of fitted volatility from GARCH are to some extent artificially created by its right 
modeling structure. However, SV model obviates this flaw by modeling logged conditional 
variance as AR(1) process on its own right. It is noteworthy that 
943.0ˆˆ 11 =+ βα
1α  estimate here is larger than 
Tsay(2001) using Griddy Gibbs sampling on the same monthly returns, but smaller than that of 
Jacquier(1994) using A/R and Metropolis algorithm on daily return series. More prominently, the 
rapid response of conditional volatility to large shocks is evident from the fitted volatility series 
from SV model. To verify this claim, we recalculate the Table 3.1 and 3.2 using fitted volatility 
series from estimated SV model Eq.(3.4), results are listed below in Tables 3.4 and 3.5. 
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     Table 3.4: Fitted variances from SV around first spike on S&P 
Ob.# 269 270 271 272 273 274 275 276 277 278 
Return 4.424  4.716  1.819  1.211 24.68 9.742  6.297 3.171 4.852 3.354
Variance 22.46 28.12 36.81 53.16 94.55 66.93 44.23 31.08  24.20 19.61
 
     Table 3.5: Fitted variances from SV around second spike on S&P 
Ob. # 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 
return 3.518  8.830  8.753 12.94 15.31 8.132  0.659 12.669 6.480 0.471
variance 33.58 47.85 60.16 72.83 75.73 62.38 53.14 50.51  39.64 32.05
 
Comparing Table 3.1 with 3.4 and Table 3.2 with 3.5 yields a few insightful observations. 
Firstly, the overall magnitudes of fitted volatilities in GARCH(1,1) and SV models are similar, 
except volatilities from SV at large shocks are larger than those of GARCH(1,1) model. This fact 
can also be seen clearly from the plots of fitted volatility series from two models in the Appendix 
C. Secondly, the magnitudes of fitted volatilities are consistent with sizes of shocks in SV model. 
In particular, when large shock happens, the volatility jumps correspondingly and immediately. 
This is due to the sampling scheme as shown by Eq.(3.18) employed in estimating SV model 
which relates volatility to the shock at the same period. In other words, the behavior of current 
shock dictates the patten of current period volatility, although the latter has its own randomness 
exerted by error term . Thirdly, after large shocks, the volatility from SV model decays more 
quickly than does it in GARCH(1,1) fitting. This pattern is also revealed in the plots of fitted 
volatilities in Appendix C which show that the peaks in fitted volatilities from SV(1) are thinner 
than those of GARCH(1,1) model, and the latter are smoother than the former during periods 
immediately following every spike. Summing up, the SV(1) model (3.4) indeed provides a better 
fit to the underlying volatility process than GARCH does. Finally, it is interesting to note that the 
tv
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standard deviation of logged conditional volatility series from SV model is estimated to be 
0.4682, whereas, the sample standard deviation of logged fitted volatility series from 
GARCH(1,1) is only 0. 3587. The difference between the two variances is understandable, and 
due to the extra variability brought by random disturbance  in model Eq.(3.4).  tv
 
3.4.1.2: Empirical evidence for asymmetric stochastic volatility model Eq.(3.5) 
To test possible asymmetric effect in response of conditional volatility to shocks to level 
series, we fit model Eq.(3.5) to the same series. The modifications of MCMC algorithm from 
that for model Eq(3.4) are stated in the section III. Again, we run the algorithm for N=15,000 
iterations, discard first M=5,000 runs. The estimates of parameters along with standard errors are 
listed below in Table 3.6: 
      Table 3.6: Parameter Estimates for Asym. SV model on S&P 
Parameters μ  0α  1α  2α  vσ  
Estimates 1.342 0.6058 0.7484 -0.0617  0.4355 
Std. Errors 0.2368 0.1410 0.0577 0.0163 0.0565 
 
Again, all the estimates are highly significant. The estimates of 0α , 1α  and are very 
close in magnitudes to those of basic SV model, which implies that asymmetric SV model is also 
able to reduce artificial volatility persistence and clustering effect generated from GARCH 
model. Whereas, the estimate of 
2
vσ
μ , i.e. 1.342,  in asymmetric SV appears to be substantially 
larger than 0.7911, the estimate with basic SV model. Further, it is noteworthy that 2α  is 
estimated to be significantly negative, which confirms the asymmetric effect in the evolution of 
conditional volatility in response to shocks to S&P 500 return series. As said previously, the 
leverage effect here is similar in implication to that revealed in EGARCH model. To see the 
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rapid response of volatility in asymmetric SV to large shocks, we replicate figures of Table 3.4 
and 3.5 in the following tables for asymmetric SV model: 
      Table 3.7: Fitted variances from Asym. SV around first spike on S&P 
Ob.# 269 270 271 272 273 274 275 276 277 278 
Return 4.424 4.716 1.819 1.211 -24.7 -9.74 6.297 3.171 4.852 -3.35 
Variance 15.10 13.93 15.81 18.94 127.5 132.6 46.90 26.86 16.66 19.24
      
      Table 3.8: Fitted variances from Asym. SV around second spike on S&P 
Ob. # 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 
Return -3.52 -8.83 -8.75 -12.9 15.31 -8.13 0.659 12.67 6.480 -0.47 
Variance 40.30 72.75 113.2 219.3 62.72 87.35 62.95 31.25 20.21 21.17
 
Note that we put level rather than absolute values of return series in Table 3.7 and 3.8, in 
order to manifest the leverage effect captured in asymmetric SV model. Table 3.7 and 3.8 present 
obviously different features of underlying volatility process from those displayed in Table 3.1 
and 3.2 for GARCH(1,1) model, and also show some different features from those of Table 3.4 
and 3.5 for basic SV model. Firstly, the fitted volatility series from asymmetric SV shows a 
similar pattern as those of basic SV and volatility magnitudes generally are similar between two 
models, but they are markedly bigger at large shocks in asymmetric SV than their counterparts 
from basic SV model. However, as shown in Table 3.7 and 3.8, the extremely large variances 
happen only at big negative shocks (returns), thus the phenomenon is exactly in accordance with 
what asymmetric SV implies for leverage effect. Conditional volatilities associated with big 
negative shocks are substantially higher than those of big positive shocks. Put differently, the 
asymmetric response to signed shocks is captured accurately by the asymmetric SV model. 
Secondly, unlike basic SV model results in Table 3.4 and 3.5, the largest volatility in Table 3.7 
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and 3.8 does not necessarily correspond to largest absolute return. The largest fitted volatility 
occurs at 116th observation which has a big negative shock. The fact that the 116th observation 
has even much larger volatility than the 273th observation which has the biggest negative return 
is probably because there were consecutive negative shocks prior to 116th point, the market and 
investors could have been driven into panic by successive bad news, whereas 273th observation is 
a sudden isolated shock. This phenomenon is nicely in agreement with common assumptions 
made in finance about behavior of market as well as investors. Again, this is also a verification 
of leverage effect brought by the innovation  in the conditional variance equation. Thus, the 
inclusion of level innovation term has significant effects on the volatility fitting.  Finally, the 
rapid response of volatility to large shock is also apparent in asymmetric SV model. The fitted 
volatility series from asymmetric SV model is also plotted in the Appendix C, which appears to 
show even faster decaying of volatilities after each spike. Indeed, the magnitudes of estimated 
persistence parameters show that the fitted volatility series from asymmetric SV (1) is least 
persistent among the three fitted volatility series. This could further be corroborated by the plot 
in next page of implied autocorrelation function (ACF) of volatility series from three fitted 
models which shows that ACF of fitted GARCH model has most persistence
ta
79. 








                                                 
79 The implied ACFs are calculated based on the ARMA representation of GARCH for GARCH(1,1) model and 
formula of Jacquier et al (1994) for SV model respectively.  
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              Figure 3.1: Implied ACF of fitted models on S&P  



























      Notes: The implied ACFs are calculated based on the ARMA representation of GARCH for 
GARCH(1,1) model, and formula of Jacquier et al (1994) for SV models respectively. 
 
Further, comparing the plots of fitted volatilities of GARCH model, basic SV (1), 
asymmetric SV (1) model and squared returns in the Appendix C, it is clear that the shape of 
fitted volatility from asymmetric SV (1) model is closest to that of squared returns, thus 
asymmetric stochastic model observes most loyalty to the data. Nevertheless it reflects the 
feature of volatility persistence. 
 
3.4.2: Empirical results of GARCH(1,1) and SV models fitted on SHH return series 
3.4.2.1: Empirical results of GARCH(1,1) model fitted on SHH return series 
In the hope of capturing possible distinctions between US well-established and China’s 
emerging stock markets using the modeling procedure in this chapter, the second time series 
fitted is monthly log return in percentage of SHH index from Mar. 1992 to Dec. 2005 for 166 
observations, the sample period covers the whole history of China’s stock market up to the end 
of this study. Appendix D plots the series and its squared series as well, from which 
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heteroskedasticity seems to be pronounced. The Gaussian GARCH(1,1) model is entertained 












                                                                            (3.20) 
 
The ARCH and GARCH coefficient estimates are significant and satisfy constraints in (3.2), 
implying that conditional variance series is again stationary and highly persistent., but the two 
constant terms in the mean and variance equations are not significant. The relevant diagnostics 
show the adequacy of the model.  
To view whether GARCH model works in the same way on the different stock market 
return series, we choose two large shocks to the return series, one of which happens at the fourth 
observation in the early stage of China’s market, the other happens at observation 89 in the later 
phase of China’s market. The fitted conditional volatilities at the points around the two spikes are 
listed in the tables below.  Interestingly, it is obvious that the volatilities in the later phase of 
China’s market are much smaller in magnitudes than those of earliest part of the market; which is 
also shown by the plot of GARCH fitted volatilities on China’s market in the Appendix E, this 
implies that China’s stock market is becoming less volatile and more mature when it evolves.                       
      Table 3.9: Fitted variances around first spike on SHH 
Ob.# 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Return 5.68 16.01 98.14 5.23 14.2 28.05 10.39 45.96 46.14 






      Table 3.10: Fitted variances around second spike on SHH 
Ob.# 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 
Return 7.22 5.53 13.66 22.37 0.35 0.20 2.57 5.42 3.52 
Variance 65.6 62.7 61.4 59.6 62.7 75.4 71.7 68.3 65.3 
 
From the fitted volatilities in Tables 3.9 and 3.10, the lagged response of conditional 
volatility to large shocks is obvious; the volatilities at the large shock are smaller than those of 
immediate neighboring observations and jump up only at later periods. Further, corresponding to 
the underlying series, the volatility decays very slowly and is highly persistent. Therefore, the 
claimed flaw of GARCH model verified by the S & P series is also verified by the fitted results 
using return series of China’s market.  
 
3.4.2.2: Empirical results of SV(1) model fitted on SHH return series 
As mentioned earlier in this text, one of the objectives of this chapter is to reveal, 
especially by fitting stochastic volatility models, different features characterizing the two 
polarized markets, US and China; the former is most developed, while the other one is young yet 
promising. Then, we proceed to fit stochastic volatility model Eq.(3.4) and asymmetric stochastic 
volatility model Eq.(3.5) to the return series of China’s stock market. We employ the same 
MCMC algorithm described in Section III; the length of Markov chain for each parameter and 
conditional variance is 10000, the first 5000 iterations are discarded, inferences are based on the 
remaining 5000 draws. The parameter estimates are listed as follows: 
       Table 3.11: Parameter Estimates for SV model fitted on SHH 
Parameters          μ           0α           1α            vσ
Estimates -0.1690 0.4543 0.8941 0.5619 
Std. Errors 0.5864 0.1419 0.0326 0.0789 
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 The estimates are qualitatively same as those of GARCH (1,1) model in Eq.(3.20), the 
sample mean is also not statistically different from zero. The persistence of conditional variance 
shown by 1α  is less than GARCH coefficient in Eq. (3.20). To compare the fitness of conditional 
variances between the two models, we list below the fitted volatilities around large shocks as in 
Table 3.9 and 3.10.  
     Table 3.12: Fitted variances of SV around first spike on SHH 
Ob.# 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Return 5.68 16.01 98.14 5.23 14.2 28.05 10.39 45.96 46.14 
Variance 405.2 794.6 1579 1182 980.1 970.1 985.3 1187 1240 
 
      Table 3.13: Fitted variances of SV around second spike on SHH 
Ob.# 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 
Return 7.22 5.53 13.66 22.37 0.35 0.20 2.57 5.42 3.52 
Variance 67.72 83.62 110.2 117.8 71.04 51.34 46.60 47.52 49.37 
 
Similar to the case of S&P return series, the fitted volatilities from SV model on SHH 
series also overcome the flaw of GARCH model, comparing with Tables 3.9 and 3.10 from 
GARCH (1,1) model,. That is, there is no lagged response of fitted volatility to large shock, and 
the fitted volatility decays proportionally with pattern of underlying level series. One interesting 
observation is that although Table 3.13 shows similar magnitudes of volatilities to those of Table 
3.10 from GARCH model, the volatilities in Table 3.12 are substantially larger than their 
counterparts in Table 3.9 from GARCH model. This fact shows the capability of SV model in 
capturing extra variability in extremely volatile sample period which characterizes the early part 
of China’s stock market. Actually, the overall means of fitted conditional variance series from 
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two models are close in magnitude, one is 150.5 for GARCH and the other is 192.9 for SV 
model. This feature of SV model is even more pronounced in the fitted results of asymmetric 
stochastic volatility model presented in the following tables. 
 
3.4.2.3: Empirical results of asymmetric SV model fitted on SHH return series 
      Table 3.14: Parameter Estimates for Asym. SV fitted on SHH 
Parameters μ  0α  1α  2α  vσ  
Estimates -0.8269 0.5291 0.8660 0.0234 0.5477 
Std. Errors 0.6283 0.1765 0.0434 0.0071 0.0936 
   
The estimates from asymmetric SV model are similar to those of basic SV model in 
Table 3.11. Specifically, the long run mean μ  of the return series is also not significant from 
zero; the constant term of variance equation is close in magnitude to basic SV estimate. Whereas, 
the logarithmic conditional variance from symmetric SV model appears to be less persistent than 
basic SV model, as shown by close yet smaller estimate of 1α  in Table 3.14. Interestingly and 
surprisingly, the estimate of 2α   is significantly positive, which is in sharp contrast to the 
negative value obtained by the same model using S&P series. Unlike S&P series whose volatility 
presents usual leverage effect in responding to signed shocks, China’s stock market seems to 
respond more actively and zealously to positive news than to negative news. This could unfold 
the different trading behaviors of investors on the two major markets, one of which is most 
developed and mature market in the world, whereas the other is a representative emerging 
market. This fact could also manifest the highly speculative nature of China’s market where 
investors are not equipped with much sophisticated investment knowledge and usually overly 
optimistic when market goes up, but they are declined to admit failure and loss when markets 
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dives down. The immanent price manipulations and illegal trading activities on China’s market 
may also contribute to the strange phenomenon which is also clearly shown by the estimated 
volatilities of asymmetric SV model around the spikes.  
     Table 3.15: Fitted variances of Asym. SV around first spike on SHH 
Ob.# 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Return 5.68 16.01 98.14 5.23 -14.2 -28.1 -10.4 -45.9 46.14 
Variance 257.8 435.6 5394 3882 2023 1020 940.2 454 1215 
 
     Table 3.16: Fitted variances of Asym. SV around second spike on SHH 
Ob.# 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 
Return 7.22 -5.53 13.66 22.37 0.35 -0.20 -2.57 -5.42 -3.52 
Variance 67.36 66.06 110.9 189.4 124.7 92.23 70.40 56.47 51.82 
       
Generally, the fitted volatilities listed in Table 3.15 and 3.16 again confirm the capability 
of SV model in overcoming the flaw of GARCH model in fitting conditional variance. 
Specifically, conditional variance shoots up immediately when large shock happens, that is, there 
is no lagged response of volatility; and the conditional variance decays faster than GARCH 
model. The striking feature of China’s stock market revealed by Table 3.15 and 3.16 is that the 
volatilities at positive spikes are extremely large and much larger than those of negative spikes, 
especially in the early part of China’s market. This indicates that the positive news will induce 
higher volatility than do the negative news on China’s market. This fact is counterintuitive to 
usual leverage assumptions made in finance, but it may reflect the peculiar feature of China’s 
stock market. 
Further, the estimated conditional volatility series using SV models fitted on monthly 
return series of China’s market are plotted in Appendix E. Similarly, for China’s data, the plots 
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of fitted volatilities of three models show that GARCH model produces the smoothest 
conditional variance, whereas the asymmetric stochastic volatility model yields the least 
persistent volatility series; this fact is consistent with results obtained from S&P series. Finally, 
the implied ACFs from three fitted models are plotted below:   
             Figure 3.2: Implied ACF of fitted models on SHH 























         Notes: Again, the implied ACFs are calculated based on the ARMA representation of GARCH for 
GARCH(1,1) model, and formula of Jacquier et al (1994) for SV models respectively 
 
Interestingly, unlike results obtained from S&P series in Figure 3.1, the implied 
autocorrelations of volatility series from GARCH(1,1) model fitted on China’s market are 
smaller than those of SV models in the first few lags, but the former one is also shown to be 
much more persistent than those of SV models.  
 
Section 3.5: Summary remark for Chapter 3 
This chapter set off to discuss the inaccuracy of GARCH-type models in fitting 
underlying volatility process of financial time series. The flaw of GARCH models refers to 
overestimating volatility persistence and slow responding to large shocks to time series involved. 
We proposed stochastic volatility model as an alternative to GARCH in depicting the evolution 
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of conditional volatility process. Besides the basic SV model, we also modified it by adding 
current innovation to series as an additional explanatory variable to conditional variance, in order 
to capture asymmetric response of conditional variance to shocks with different signs. We then 
devised a MCMC algorithm, which is hybrid of Gibbs sampling and independence Metropolis 
chain, to estimate and make inferences from the SV models. The empirical results obtained from 
fitting the models to monthly return series of both S&P 500 and China’s stock index confirm our 
conjecture that the SV models indeed overcome the flaw of GARCH models inherited from its 
own structure. Our results also show that the asymmetric SV model successfully captures the 
leverage effect present in conditional volatility of S&P return series which is similar to that of 
EGARCH models. Furthermore, the sharply opposite conclusions about the leverage effect in 
asymmetric SV model fitted on two data sets indicate different speculative features and trading 
behaviors on the two stock markets, this interesting finding could provide some useful insights 
for practitioners who cover these markets. 
Since the focus of current chapter is estimating SV models and comparing the fitness of 
GARCH and SV models in describing conditional volatility process of two distinct stock markets, 
we did not test whether SVs outperform GARCH models in terms of out-of-sample prediction. 
Also, we did not study the role of other exogenous variables in explaining conditional variances. 
Future research in these directions could yield interesting and useful results.  
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Chapter 4: Conclusions 
 
Along with the fast growing economy, China’s stock market has made an impressive 
presence during its fifteen years’ history and has become an important financial arena for both 
domestic and international investors. It has been churning up increasing academic attentions 
trying to understand the market mechanism and unique features inherent in the transitional 
economy of China. However, some extraordinary phenomena present on China’s market like 
abnormal behavior of IPOs require further investigation. Further, as China is stepping up 
deregulation and liberalization in financial industry as required by WTO membership 
commitments, sound understanding of the integration and interaction of China’s stock market 
with leading markets in the world should purvey important information for investors as well as 
policy makers. This study was conducted to enrich the literature on China’s stock market in these 
respects from empirical and theoretical perspectives.  
We first investigate the primary market, namely IPO market of China and try to decipher 
the magic and extremely high IPO short run underpricing and long run overpricing on China’s 
market. Based on the close and direct observations of China’s market, we propose several 
hypotheses about China’s IPOs from such perspectives as signaling practice, winner’s curse, 
price manipulation, hot market and hot issue effects. The empirical evidences obtained with the 
IPO sample issued from 1998 through 2003 on China’s market confirm that the proposed factors 
indeed explain most of variations in IPO initial return and one year buy-hold returns. In 
particular, price manipulation arising from IPO allocation scheme, information asymmetry 
induced by high equity retention of government and fervent market mania are quite pronounced 
on China’s market. The methodological highlight in this investigation is the employment of 
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Bayesian approach in conducting analysis on the one year buy-hold returns, because it has 
capacity of correcting the measurement biases which often afflict long horizon studies. Future 
researches on IPOs in this direction could employ more detailed data on IPO allocation scheme 
and elaborated trading strategy of institutional investors.  
We then proceed to examine the bilateral cointegration relations between China and US 
stock markets and between China and Hong Kong stock markets, as US and Hong Kong are the 
most crucial markets to China in terms of close economic and trade ties. We intend to detect the 
hierarchical importance of world superpower and intimate neighbor in influencing the evolution 
of China’s stock market, and provide guidance for investors covering these markets. In particular, 
the second chapter of this study employs FIVECM model to investigate the cointegration 
relations between these stock markets. By applying the Engle-Granger two step procedure to 
estimating and constructing the cointegration vector, this chapter set up FIVECM in the general 
VAR framework which reveals long run equilibrium, short run dynamics as well as the lead-lag 
relations between the index return series. Further, by augmenting the FIVECM model by 
MGARCH model, the dynamic dependences in the conditional variances of return series are also 
brought into picture at the same time. The combination of FIVEM and multivariate GARCH 
model is not frequently utilized for cointegration study of national stock markets. 
The empirical results verify that China’s stock market is fractionally cointegrated with 
both US and Hong Kong markets. According to the estimates, only China’s market appears to be 
bound by the cointegration relations; while the other two markets do not make adjustments in 
response to the deviations from the equilibrium. The US and Hong Kong markets are also found 
to lead China’s market in first conditional moments; that is, there are return transmissions 
running from both US and Hong Kong markets to China’s market. However, volatility spillover 
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effect is only found to flow from China market to Hong Kong market. While the evolutions of 
the two fitted conditional correlation series reveal that China’s stock market has been 
experiencing stronger and stable ties with both US and Hong Kong markets in recent years, 
overall speaking,  China’s stock market appears to be more positively correlated with its close 
neighboring market than with the world’s leading superpower. This fact could provide important 
implications to international portfolio managers investing on these three markets. The future 
research in this line could incorporate other relevant exogenous variables linking two markets. 
The last chapter compares the different features of China and US stock markets by fitting 
both stochastic volatility and asymmetric stochastic volatility models to the return series of two 
markets. The stochastic volatility models are proposed as remedies to overcome the flaw of 
GARCH model in fitting conditional volatility series which is the main motivation for this 
investigation. The fitness of GARCH model has been questioned by some researchers, but no 
one has explicitly explored the consequences it could bring to financial inferences. With 
elaborate arguments and illustrations, we demonstrate that GARCH models violate some 
important financial assumptions by its failure in depicting accurately the dynamics of conditional 
volatility of underlying series. Specifically, GARCH models artificially create clustering effects 
and overly smoothen the volatility series. Given the explosive applications, the disclosure of 
serious consequences from the fitness shortcoming of GARCH models should be significant 
practically as well as theoretically. 
The methodological contribution of this investigation is the simple yet effective MCMC 
algorithm devised to estimate and make inferences from the SV models.  The algorithm is hybrid 
of Gibbs sampling and independence Metropolis chain. The empirical results obtained from 
fitting the models to monthly return series of both S&P 500 and China’s stock index confirm our 
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conjecture that the SV models indeed overcome the flaw of GARCH models inherited from its 
own structure. Interestingly, the asymmetric SV model fitted on the two market return series 
reaches the opposite conclusions on the leverage effect of conditional variance series in response 
to signed shocks. The sharply contrary results indicate different speculative features and trading 
behaviors on the two stock markets, and this finding could provide some useful insights for 
practitioners who cover these markets. Future researches might focus on the performance of 
stochastic volatility models in out-of-sample prediction using MCMC algorithm, and possible 
role played by the exogenous variables in the stochastic volatility models.  
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Appendix A: Simulated densities of estimated coefficients  
Model 1: Half year return regression 
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Model 2: One year return regression 
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Appendix B: Plots of S & P Monthly Returns and its Squared Series 
 
S&P 500 Monthly Return in Percentage













Squared Series of S&P 500 Monthly Return in Percentage














Appendix C: Plots of fitted volatilities from GARCH(1,1) and SVs on S&P 
GARCH(1,1)conditional variance
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Fitted Volatility of Asymm. SV(1) on S&P



















Appendix D: Plots of SHH Monthly Returns and its Squared Series 
Monthly Return series of Shanghai All Shares Index












Squared Monthly Return series of Shanghai All Shares Index




















Appendix E: Plots of fitted volatilities from GARCH(1,1) and SVs on SHH 
 
GARCH(1,1) Fitted Volatility on Monthly Return Series of China's Market




















          
Fitted Volatility of SV Model on Return Series of China's Market
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